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;go.l is pub-Ished irregularly by Andy Porter at 24 East 82nd Street, New York,
- York, 1GG2F. It is available for contribution of fiction, articles, artwork
;
r f conriect„ It is also available for
or in trade. This, the Jipiingj
'•* i« doom 'Ubllcation '#187. Cover and interior artwork by Jack Gaughan is
.
i960 by John B, Gaughan. Covers photo-offset by Dave Van Areas,

This is being first-drafted directly
onto master, as Is my wont . I was t■ liking
to Arnie Katz (America's Number One Neo)
several days ago, "’That shall I talk Ktamuk
a.-out in bJ, Arnie?” I asked our asjodcs
tute Neo. M .’ell, Andy bhacy, you cd
write about me," And so I am, Arnie
was horrified to learn that the
ajority of my faaniah writings
were done directly on master;
he claimed it was sacrilege
or something. To this I re
plied Lonsense; some of my
test stuff has been done
-Lrectlj Oil master. I didadd that some of my
dealest flops have been
lone directly on master
as well (like Just now
wren I typed too far in
to v.e forbidden area
;t>x.d which I mess up
‘
layout). However, I
dl feel that I didn’t want
to lroute1 Arnie's fine
famish mind. I also asked
- u,e wf at ei.se I could talk
about besides Arnie Kats. "Well
01 could talk about the Hugos,
1 ut 1 don’t know anything about
t • ugos, and even less about who
A
’oing to nominate for the awards.”
Mas all right with Arnie; he suggor id . uip for best fanzine. I countered with
;>'?!, and Henle Quiveringly withdrew Quip if I
promised to withdraw Algol, I promised, only 1’aybe Not, as
- -uy in fine rannish Fandon, Since Isce come to know Arnie I’ve discovered all
sorts of Fine rannish ways to do things. After all, TAPS is better than The Cu|t
whatever tnat means.

ED^O%

'hr trouble with talking about the Hugos is that there are undoubtedly sevdozen others also taking up this annual favobite among topics. That's all
ri-.U. though, I suppose, because I've never done it before.
I was sort of involved on the sidelines with Dick Lupoff and the Hugo Study
.’.’..tee, or wtatever they called it; through apa F Dick .got a lot of feedback
ts

ijeas and like that on the shape that the awards would take. And so we come
3 have the current system, which will receive its first test this year, I for
■< ; crt the Australian ballot, because among other things it eliminates the
5? ' .
-f K z of the total vote capturing a hugo, as seemed the possibility
ellucidar by Ed ar Allan Burroughs was nominated for the Hugo, Act• ./, tre list decisive test of the new system, will take place this Spring,
L. ’ votes will be counted. TAFF Is also using the Australian system
•**r, u io tie procedure of counting the votes will provide an early indica; exactly ; ow effective the new system Is. I certainly hope that it will r

prove vo be as durable as the Hugo award system itself has been

Talkin' about who will ;et what, is a more difficult task. Nominations are
a tricky thing* even for a person like myself who buys everything that come out
in the magazines or the paperback field. Some areas are fairly simple, while there,
are others that require a good deal of searching and soul searching in order to
cori.r up with a fair and equitable nomination. Under artist I listed Jack Gaughan,
aiihard owers, and Gray forrow. Jack I have found to be a highly flexible craftsran, witi the ability to create both fantasy *nd reality based scenes. He also
has a fantastic sense of humor, which unfortunately seldom reaches the pages of
the magazines and paperbacks which carry his artwork. Richard towers I nominated
because I like his work, and feel that he is moving into a new stage of his
career. As an example of 1 is stages, you might take the cover of Star Short Novels
a a otage 1; the covers of Star SF .tB 1 and 2 as the second stage, Star SF 3 the
third stage, and Star SF 4* 5 and 6 showing the development of a fourth stage
that has lasted well into the sixties. At last I feel that he has started to
shift away from his past toward a new stage in his mastery of the craft., Among
other things I feel an affinity for his work, an affinity which many fans don't
seen, to share, which is something that I can’t understand. Lastly, I think that
Gray borrow has ii-proved tremendously within the last year, and within a year or
more at most will be in the position to properly apply his creative talent at the
combination of surreal and realistic artwork. He has perhaps the most promise in
adaptability of any major sf artist within the past decad®-and-a-half.
lob best series I thought that Heinlein’s future history series was the tops
along any line because of sheer sweep of imagination and extrapolation. It is the
best Science-fiction series I have read. Secondly ran the Tolkien foursome, as be
ing the best fantasy I’ve ever read. Thirdly came the Okie series by Blish, which
I feel has the best sweep of history of any series that I’ve read. Certainly the
feeling of Sense of ' onder over the story of a City as an almost-living organism
caught me L, its grip, and I have not been released yet. Dave Van Arnam will un
doubtedly place the Lensmen series as number one, and argue neetty darn vociferous
ly (read loudly) about which is The best, but we all have our choices, as they say
Best Kovel was harder to pick. I finally decided on ...And Call He Conrao by
■oger Gelaany, who within a few years has come to be a Novelist To Be Reckoned
ith, stewed though he is when he writes. The scope of the mans* imagination is
u;ind~boggling, as I discovered both by reading his stories and meeting him at the
1 iuwestercon last year. Second I placed The Other Side of Time by Feith Latimer,
which I found to be wild and wooly and highly hilarious story in the best tradit
ions of ?he oreen Odyssey, I liked it a lot. Lastly came The /$(
KXXK Hopp,
la A ..arsh istress, a novel which, although I’ve not read it in its entirety, I
found to be rather fascinating. And besides, it was fairly well written, w ich is
•fomething of a rarety in a modern Heinlein novel. So much of his writings within
the past decade have been downright lousy that I was very hesitant to pick this
up, but 1 decided /hat The hell, and it turned out to be good, in an extrapolated
way (whatever that means).
•i-st ramatic production I left alone, as well as best short story (and nearly
anzine; but th- less said about that the better).

magazine was a lot easier than the others, I pick a magazine on the ba
several Judgements, anon g which are content, desgn, layout, printing, art
, a .: e ditorial policy (which is pretty well covered under content, although
:

! ampbell-sines are sort of different in this line). And especially features. I
placed r&Sr first, mostly due to its fine artwork, contents (Zelazny-Andersonavidson),'printing, editorial policy, and a few other things that I’ve forgottii out. Secondly cams lb, which had a few interesting things in it like .runnerc.ith-Laumer-i einleln, -ray 1 arrow, Jack Gaughan and Ed Emshwiller, its features
'..>a ls futures) and its attempts at a consolidated print, or rather typography.
Ihe problems of th* Galaxy public, tions seem to center mainly on printing problems,
whirr re toany in a srall circulation magazine such as the sf mags are. If is comjn. ut nicely-, ti o, and I expect to see it at the top within a few years. Lastly
• pick*-; Analog. Altha contents ahven’t lived up to past years, there are always
t
- iltorials (a department within themselves), liilers’ book reviews, the ex■ ellent ‘y;o raphy, quality treas and Schoenherr artwork, and the ideas expressed
stories (although they were none of them exceptional this year),
*

iat pretty well sums up the lugos, and m; methods at nominating — and
u. n>r taer . T try to be f ir, and I don’t play favorites tl at much, how do
. people nominate and vote fo them; have you ever sat down and thought of what
• ■ ‘.io, .ike j had to in order to write this editorial.
f 4
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jell finishes this issue, which, Ghod willing, will be distribon and points est. text issue depends mostly on you pippie, al—
hand a sa a of our Eighty ‘ etropAlis, rat; an — by the doctor
m ster of vetricious meter. Urggh.-lee you next issue.

NEWPORT — 1965

The last time I went to Newport was the July 4th
weekend of 1960. That was for the Jazs Festival,
and it was The Year Of The Riot. I smelled tear
gas for the first time in my life, and earned
6250.00 for my article on the riot for ROGUE —
which more than repaid me for my discomfort.
This year I went not to the jazz festival, but to
the folk festival. Those of you who know anything
of my tastes in music will be mildly astonished;
folk music (or, as Curtis Janke onco rendered it
"folque music") has never been my particular fav
orite among musical genres. In fact, most of it
bores me stiff.
But I have had a passing or better accuaintancu
with tho stuff and its practitioners for many
years — since LeeM first started writing about it
in FAPA in 1956 or 57, I guess. And this year I
began doing a column for Larry KcCombs’ semi-pro
FOLKING AROUND. The column deals basically with
rock & roll, of course, but...
Two things precipitated my decision to attend a
portion of the folk festival this year. The first
was a letter from Jerry Loev, whom some of you my
remember I mentioned meeting on a picnic with Kary
Kramer, the last time I was in h’ashington, D. 0.
Jerry had been to the jazz festival, and decided
to go back for the folk festival as well. He wac
taking & girl; would I like to crane along, and
bring a grl too? And, could we drive up in xay car ?
I think it was tie ride he was angling for, but it
struck me as a rather fun thing to do for 8 weekend
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and, as I put it in my letter of reply, "We are both Fen of the c’orld, and
we realise of course that our primary interest is not music, but girls..,."
At that time, I had no one in particular in mind, but I had decided I
wanted to get to meet and know dobin Postal, and when I’d passed through
Chicago, Ray Cymoszinski had told me to look up a girl he’d known who’d
moved to NYC, Nancy Calker. It seemed not unreasonable to me that one of
them might like to go.
Well, time passed, and I met Robin, got to know her, liked what I found,
and began dating her, I also met Nancy. Both are nice, attractive girls,
and it is not to Nancy’s discredit that I found myself more interested in
Robin.

I asked Robin if she’d like to go with me to Newport, but unfortunately,
she had to work for her boss (a photographer) that Saturday, and wouldn’t
be free. So I asked “ancy, and she accepted; she’d been wanting to go, and
a ride she'd planned on hadn't worked out.

That’s the way things set themselves up. I called Jerry (who lives in Phil
adelphia) and arranged to meet him at the Fort Authority Terminal Saturday
morning, around 9:00, I told Nancy I’d pick her* up a little earlier. I de
cided to leave the Friday night FISTFA meeting early, and -et plenty of
sleep. Ha!
Jednesday I discovered Charlie I'ingus would be at the Village Gate that
week, and I asked Robin if she'd like to go see him. She did, but had only
Friday night free, de put in a brief appearance at FISTFA, and then drove
over to the Gate.
'»fe had to
heckled by
brief, but
The Color

sit through most of a rather so-so set by Thelonious Fonk
a drunk behind us, before Fingus came on, and I’ingus’ set was
a gas for both of us. His first piece was the famous "Orange Was
Of Her Dress •— Then Blue Silk" which he performed last year at
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Monterey. He used a quartet: Dannie Richmond on drums, Charlie McPherson on
Alto Sax, Lonnie Hillyer on trumpet, and Mingus on bass. The instrumentation was
identical to that of the famed McPherson group Mingus had back in I960, with
Eric Dolphy, and both 1'cl'her on and Hillyer seemed aware of the fact. These two
grew up together, and perfected a bop style in the manner of rarker and Gillespie
for which they first became know when they entered the New York scene, but on
this night both abandoned the bop cliches for sounds closer to the avant garde
New Thing,
After "Orange," Mingus introduced an additional member of the group, a tuba
player whose name I missed , They then did the "Copa City Titty",, In this sense,
"titty" is an old musicians’ slang for gig, and does not refer to mammaries
The piece was named after a club in Queens where Mingus played regularly in 1961.
I recall the night he unveiled the
piece, and his Copa City group, when
Candid Records threw a press-bash for a bunch of us at Copa City. ’..re all ate a
lavish buffet dinner, and I found myself sitting next to Nat Hentoff while eating,
and had the chance to make his acquaintance.

For his thrid and final number, Mingus added a flugalhom (the flugalhorn is
a mellower sort of trumpet), and a French horn. Then he laid down his bass and
reapaired to the piano, from which he conducted a strangely lyrical piece which
resembled a classical chamber-wind piece more than conventional jazz.It was ob
viously incompletely rehearsed, and I don’t believe the whole piece was played,
but, as I’d told Robin before we’d got there, "Mingus is always a surprise; you
never know what he’ll have in store for you."
Alas for all plans, I didn’t et to bed until after 3:00, and at 7:30 Jerry
Loev called to say he was on his way. I mumbled something to him, cursed a bit,
and tried to get back to sleep. No go. Finally I got up, said the hell with it,
and assembled everything to be taken.

I was taking blankets and a mattress for the back of the car, because it was
very uncertain as to whether we’d find any rooms available in Newport over th®
weekend. I brought my swimming suit and towels, bec&usa Newport was reputed to
have a good beach. I did not bring any changes of clothes, because I didn^t con
sider them necessary for an overnight jaunt.

I was just getting ready to leave when Robin called, bhe’d gone out to the
World’s Fair to meet her boss, who was supposed to be shooting soma group out
there, and couldn’t find him. She was disgusted, and bugged at him. Could she come
with me to Newport?
I’d wanted to take her along, but now I was in the embarrassing position of
having two girls along. *Sigh*... I told her to meet me in front of the Fort
Authority, and when I picked up Nancy, I explained the situation to ! er inbrief
and embarrassed tones. Since there was nothing between Nancy and myself. it was
n’t a matter of standing her up exactly — it was more just that I was raking hei
into a fifth-wheel, and, having been such myself in the past, I felt badly about
it.
The last surprise of the morning came when I picked up Robin and Jerry nd
his girl all at the Port Authority, "Jerry," I said, "this is iobin, and this is
Nancy..." "Oh," he said. "Well, Ted, this is Robin..." It seemed his girl was named
Robin too,..
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It turned out that Nancy had had only about two hours s2:eep the night before.
Robin had gotten up at 6:00, and had only three hours. Jerry and Zlobin Prime (as
I dubbed her) hadn’t had much more, ’.'e were a fine bunch, setting out that morn
ing on Interstate 95, for Newport. Jerry and I alternated the driving, each
dozing while the other was at the wheel.

There was a two hour wait for the feery from Jamestown to Newport, and Jerry
and I filled it with outrageous puns and Scientific
Sorties. I will repaet
none of them; some were hideously painful.

Since Robin had left without bringing anything with her but a copy of Hein
lein's Rolling Stones, one of our first stops was a clothing store wherefore to
buy her a bikini, the was fortunate in finding her one she liked, and we headed
from there back into Newport proper to an obscure house on a sidestreet where a
small shingle advertises to be the Hilltop Inn. Jerry had found tie place while
at the jazz festival, and it serves the best food in town. For something like
£1.45, one could get the best swordfish steak I’ve ever eaten in my life. All
of us raved over the food.
*i .
Then we joined an endless stream of cars which pushed their way, bumper to
bumper, the one or two miles out to festival Field, at an average speed of no
more than
' two miles an hour or so. ’,’e had no tickets for the Saturday
night
concert — they were long sold out — but a dollar brought us
into a nearby parking lot
from which one could hear the amplified music
quite clearly, ’,’e joined throngs of others in loafing about among the care, until
cops came along and told us, "Get in your cars, or leave." We returned to the
car, and sprawled out in it, windows lowered and back doors wide open, and in
short order as the line of cops swept closer, four or five others were climb
ing in amongst us to avoid being run ut of the lot. They were nice enough kids,
and we had no trouble. They climbed out after abit, leaving the car to the five
of us. I found myself dozing off and reawakening to hear totally different music
playing than I last remembered. At last the concert was over, and the cars were
being run out of the lot, and we left.
The most curious thing about our stay in the lot (an open field, actually)
was the procession of "checkers" armed with walky-talkies, who would periodically
march up with a flashlight and proceed to search the car for beer or liqour. We
had none, but I noticed the checker seemed to be walking less well each time he
came past, and it occurred to me to wonder about what he might do if he found
something alcoholic.

We descended upon the local Howard Johnson’s having heard that if it was bad,
Newport’s other local diners were worse. Robin and I both thirsted after some H.
J. clam chowder, which is always excellent, and once I got- there I decided I
wanted a full meal. After flipping a penny between meatloaf and Salisbury Steak
(usually about the same), I ordered the latter. After along time, the waitress
brought brought me chopped sirloin, with French Fries (which I cannot stand),
and when I complained I hadn’t ordered it, she said, "Salisbury, chopped sirloin,
they’re the same thing." But the check, when she brought it, showed she’d written
my order down wrong, and charged me more in the process. That annoyed me. I tried
the chopped sirloin, and found it burned on the outside and absolutley red-raw on
the inside. It was wretched, and I refused it and ordered another bowl of clam
chowder. It was my least pleasant culinary experience of the weekend, and doubly
distressful, coming as it did after the delightful meal at the Hilltop Inn.
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'.!e had no place to sleep for the night but t
arresting people who parked their cars anywhere r
but Jerry suggested we drive down into the estate
"They won’t .care; a lot of the owners will he away
ing around us, I drove down Ocean Blvd..,, searching
/hat I wanted was one with a long drive, so that I
of the house and the main road both.

car, and the police were
icable for sleeping purposes,
*ea, and park on an estate.
now, anyway." Sc, fog swirl
fox* a friendly-looking estate
could pull off out of sight

Newport is an estate town; some of the estates are magnificent beyond belief.
Bug every one I turned into turned out to have its house entirely too close for
my comfort. "It’s okay," Jerry would say. "They won’t mind." "But I’d mind," I’d
reply. Finally I found a long drive marked "Edgewood Garage," and pulled in, past
another car parked along the curving road, and under a tree. There was no house
in sight. Jerry and Robin Prime unfolded their blankets on the ground, with a
poncho over them, and the rest of us distributed ourselves on the mattress and
seats.
It seemed entirely too soon —- and, indeed, it was; only four hours or so
after we'd parked there — when
I woke up to the sound of Jerry
and Robin Prime talking. It wee
2:00 am. "Shut up, blabbermouth,
I said, and tried tc go hack to
sleep. It was the second morn
ing he’d woken me too soon.
But, *sigh*, it was to no aval]
Once awakened, I’d had it. The
night was over.
Ue went back to Howard
Johnson’s (the Hilltop sereed
only dinners), and had breakfast
there. The hotcakes were cold,
and they didn’t have waffles.
It was not the best breakfast
I’ve ever eaten.

Then we repaired to a des
erted parking lot behind a
moving company, and changed into
our bathing suits. From there
it was a short drive to the beach, and we all wanted to stretch out and enjoy the
sun
for a bit.
The Newport beaches are truely fine. There is enough surf to play in, and a
fine, sandy beach. 7/e played and swam in the surf until we were exhausted (not a
difficult task, in light of the amount of sleep w< d all had), and then lay about
and sunned for an hour or so. 'Then it was time for the 2:00 pm concert.
I found about one third of the concert interesting, one third so-so, and
one thrid boring. As we entered, there were a group of exhibition dancers doing
Intricate square dances, and they were a delight to begold. And several of the
younger, urban blues singers were there, and I dug them muchly. The first electri
fying moment came, though, when the Cahmbers Brothers, four Negroes who sing a
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sort of Mills Brothers sort of folk music, asked Joan Baes to join them for
"Closer ky Lord With Thee," an overpoweringly beautiful performance.

The best was yet to come, however, and that was the introduction of Dick
and limi Farina. The Farinas have an album out which the Mains bought and played
while they were here. Kimi is Joan Baez’s sister, and Dick is an accomplished
musician and writer. I found a number of pieces on their album enjoyable, and
they, like Bob Dylan, have been responsible for much of the current crossbreed
ing between folk and rock music.
They added Sebastian Dangerfield on washtub bass, and someone whose name I’ve
forgotten on tamborine, and Dick played dulcimer while Kimi played guitar, for
the first number, a long, beautiful instrumental number.

For the second piece, sister Joan replaced the tamborine player, and as they
played and sang, the rain began to fall. A thunderstorm broke.

For anyone else, I’d not have cared sufficiently to stay, but the Farinas
were the best performers I’d heard — better by far, here in person, than on
their recording — and I wasn’t going to walk out. Everyone else seemed to feel
the same way, for while blankets and ponchos appeared, few left.
Then it be;an raining in torrents. Very quickly I was soaked, head to toe.
I handed everything in my pockets to Robin to put in her purse, and then stripped.
I’d thoughtfilly kept my swimming suit on under my clothes, as had Jerry and Robin
Prime. Then, because I was cold and everyone else was standing up and blocking
the view, I stood up too, and found myself clapping along with the rest of the
audience, the infectuous beat moving me, and the movements keeping me warm as
cold rain slashed down on me.
On the stage, Joan was doing the twist, and the Farinas were responding in
turn to the loyalty of their audience. They played and sang and played,their
“set" over twice as long as anyone of the proceeding ones had been. Indeed, they
played until the storm blew over, and once more the sun was peeping out. I wrung
out my clothes and hung them out on nearby vacant chairs to dry.

That was the end of the festival, for us. Only a few acts followed the Far
inas, and then it was 5:00
pm. We had no tickets for
the evening concert, and
all of us thought warm
thoughts about returning
home and getting sone*sleep*.
V'e returned to the beach
hoping to sun ourselves while
our clothes dried, but after
only an hour or so, the cops
ran us off the beach. Our
clothes s$ill soggy wet, we
repaired to the deserted
parking lot and put them on
anyway.
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The Hilltop was closed, when we got to it, and we settled for a poorer
place on the main street, where we ate until gorged„ Then we drove down to
the ferry, and out of Newport., The festival was cvrr.
T ■-’ + + + + + + + + ■+':+ *!- + +
I seem to have forgotten to mention that when we woke up, Sunday morning,
the fog had lifted and we were in direct sight of a large building. I had missed
it completely the night before. It turned out to be a garage of some sort — it
looked like it might house a small fleet of cars. The drive, asphalt paved, split
just beyond it, and a sign pointed to the left and said, "To Farm.” I presume the
road straight ahead led to the back of the main house, which was still out of sight.
Newport estates do not stint.
Jerry, Robin Frime and Nancy were off exploring while Robin and I tried to
catch a little more sleep when a pickup truck drove up and a man asked if we had
permission to
stay there. I said we didn’t, and he said, "Well, best you move
out to the main road. If the boss finds you here, He’ll call the police.” lie was
really very decent about it, and I reparked the car out on the main road, under
a flowering tree, while we waited for the others to rejoin us.
++++++++++++++++
One of the strange things about the beach at Newport is that the water was
full of red seaweed. When Jerry told us the water was red with seaweed, we thot
he was exaggerating. He wasn’t. When we returned to the beach after the concert,
the lighting was such that while the more distant water was green, the breakers
and surf in close were distinctly tinged with red. Robin and I walked down to
the edge of the surf and watched it for many long niinutes,
—• Ted White, 1966

LUPO-F-F'S
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From India Tp The Planet Kars: by Theodore Flourney, translated
from the French by Daniel B. Vermilye, Harper,
1900j 447 + xx pages.
Floumey was an early psychologist and acquaintance
of the young Freund as well as a psychic researcher
who believed in limited Rhinean phenomena but hot
in supernatural spiritism. Helene Smith (Flcurney
tells us that this is a pseudonym but does not id
entify the subject further) was a young lady acqui antance of Floumey5 s who practiced such medium!st1c
rites as trances, possession, automatic writing,
table-rapping, and the like.

DICK

Lupoff

Kiss Smith believed in reincarnation nnd Bridey Murphy-like regression and recollection of one’s
former lives. In her seances Miss Smith ielivod the
lives of many deceased persons, most proeiinently 3
of her own former selves: Marie Antoinette; Simandini, an Arabian born princess of XVth century India.;
and, in a slight variation, herself as a disembodied
observer of life on Ears, perhaps somewhat identif
ied with the nsafctian girl Matemi. The latter two
identities account for the title of the book.
In her Martian visions Kiss Smith came to know
a number of Martians, spoke and wrote the Martian
language, observed and drew examples of Martian land
scapes, architecture, wildlife both plant and animal,
and inventions including a portable hand-held flying
machine.

In his lengthy study of Miss Smith, Flournoy
presents a convincing and rational explanation of
the phenomena. The reincarnations and possessions,
for instance, are nothing more th.n schizophrenic .
manifestations originating in the obvi
- 9CJ
ipated unhappy solitary childhood, dissal
with lower-middle-class life, etc. Histori!
n

orw
15>r

collections in the "Royal Circle” and"Hindu Cycle" are based on readily available
reference, works. The Martian language, bith as spoken and wriitten, is revealed
as a rather jejune adapticr of J’iss Smith’s native French.

Although Flourney’s literary attainments were limited to dry and uninterest
ing prose style and an end..’: s recitation of petty detail, the case he discusses
is so fascinating a one as to make the difficult book worth the effort of readAstonishingly, the translator Vermilyr, Idmself a professor at Columbia
University (as Flourney was at the University of Geneva), reads Flourney’s reas
oned and convincing psyche Logical explanation of Miss Smith's experiences as
evidence of the very phenomenon Flourney denies: spiritual survival of death,
reincarnation and possession!

(The book was reissued by University Books a few years ago, and the recent
edition should be relatively easily obtained. The 1900 Happer edition is under
standably scarce.)
+ 4, + + + + + + + + +

Wulnoth The Wanderer by H. Escott-Inman, McClurg, 1903; 316 pages.
•
The recent sword-and-sorcery boom was of course not an original phenomenon
but a revival of a XIXth century tradition of romance that carried over into the
XXth and finally petered out with the latter writings of Edgar Rice Burroughs,
literature's all-time most successful anachronism.
The Victorian/post-Victorian romance comprised a number of sub-genres:
historical novels laid in classical Hellas or Egypt, contemporary tales of high
adventure set in remote regions of Africa or Asia, Viking stroies. Wulnoth is
such. It contains elements of fantasy but is essentially a trie of courage and
combat laid in pre-medieval Frisia and Britian.

Escott-Inman was a reasonably competent story-teller and mixed his fictions?
and real characters adequately; unfortunatley nothing in the book is any wore
than adequate while there is a rather annoying attempt to make a Christian parable
out of the wars of the Vikings and the Britons.
There is little or nothing really bad about the book but there is equally
little really good in Wulnoth to justify any effort to dig it out of the dustcovered stacks and recomment it to the contemporary reader.
+ 4- + + + + +' + + + +
The Silent Cinema by Liam O’Leary, Dutton 1965, 160 pages.

This picturo-and-text book is an attempt to record and evaluate the develop
ing art of the film from the invention of the motion picture to theadoption of
sound. O’Leary provides an outstanding collection od stills from these early mo
tion pictures, a remarkable percentage of which lay in the area of science fiction
or fantasy.

In accompanying text the author attempts full coverage of the films and
their makers in the silent era. Unfortunatley the number of films ie so great,
the amount of text so limited, that O'Leary frequently degenerates into rncsaor®
listings of films and film makers only because they "ought to be included," and
when he does provide Information of a more meaningful nature it is little better
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than mere lists.
What is needed is plot synopses,
character descriptions, delineations
in text of the scenes and performan
ces that made the great films great*
rthat is needed is far more coverage
and detail about far fewer films (or
alternately a much longer book). As
it stands, The Silent Cinema is tan
talising but totally unsatisfying.
+++++
G^han Wilspn’s Graveside Manner, Ace,

Gahan Wilson is a tall, handsome,
blond young man with a pleasantly hardy
and cheerful manner. Why he isn’t a strange
creepy old man is a mystery to me -- and to Wilson himself! Nonetheless he out• adamses Charles with the funniest macabre cartoons being drawn. His gaga sense *ft
seldom misses, his economical yet distorted drawings are a perfect embodiment
of the gags. Graveside Manner hits on over 90% of its shots — a good score for
any cartoonist.
<
?
'
+++++++++++

Stinfagee by E. W. Hornung, Scribners, 1906; 279 pages.
■.
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Imagine a typical western outlaw hero-villain, complete with white h^Se, M
comical sidekick, mysterious background "back east" and even an assumed identity.
»Xow give the whole picture a curois twist through the foufrth (or maybe the fifth?*
dimension and you have the ten short stories that make up this book.
la ^ncr-dJ- mas
For Stingaree -- his real identity is hinted at once or twice but never
’’io
• wealed — is not a denizen of 1870-ish Arizona, Colorado, or even Mexico or
Canada, but Australia, and his “back east" is net New York but England. At first
glijice he could pass for Butch Cassidy but a closer look reveals a hecktla,£a
3ni
closely clipped military moustache, and a monocle screwed firmly into ona ^.

Stingaree is a classically noble outlaw, gallant to ladies, literate to a
fault (he robs a nail stagecoach in one episode just to get the latest Punch
in order to read the opening-night review of the new opera lolanthe!5; hohas
never killed but is not above leaving a traitor to his fate in the killing
Australian desert.
a.L rro5
- a

y
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Substituting stations for ranches, new chums for greenhorns, and Stingaree’8
"beloved Australasian"for the Tombstone Epitaph gives the whole feel of the Old
west but.it>s all just a little different. Stingaree is an intriguing dh&iWter,
and to book is a moot entertaining non-westem western.
roonoo ton ’sob
+++++++++++
aoul-dlddri add
Jurgen by James Branch Cabell, McBride, 1919; 368 pages.
■
ta&
r . l-H£»l-*xol-£Ss-r’41

This is the most famous work of an American author whoee literary star rose
to great heights for a time, but who now seems doomed to oblivion, (Arecent ;add
paperback edition of Jurgen apparently did not draw sufficient readers&p’A.o
...

.
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warrent reprinting of Cabell®s dosens of books.)

Jurgen is a fantasy laid in Cabell’s imaginary land, Poicteame, and is filled
with the title characters occassionally sanguine but more often erotic frolics
with diverse nymphs, queens, goddesses, hamad??yad8, etc., generally hinted at but
left undeacribed in the finest tradition of tittilaticn. The stox’y also involves
time travel, regained youth, literal visits to heaven and hell, and divers other
elements dear to the fantaat’s heart.
Unfortunately the whole picaresque sequence seems to lead nowhere, Jurgen
in the end returning to his troublosor e but loving Danse Lisa, as if to say all
adventure, all effort to change one’s lot, all glamor and ell glory are futile.
Perhaps this is Cabell’s message, but 368 pages are too long to say it. The style
is exceptionally witty and sharp; many scenes and characters are admirable; but
the book as a whole fails.
+++++++++

. r rs<j a

The Story Behind The Story by A. Merritt, rrivately published, 1942; 188 pa*ea.
Fantasy fans know Abraham Merritt as the man who wrote The Face In The Abyse
The Ship-of Ishtar, Dwellers In The i-'irage. Seven Footprints To Satan, The Metal
EaM&fflb
Shadow Creep, and half of TfegJIae^ '
Wheel...but in the Real World he was the editor for many years of th© famous (al
though since defunct) Hearst Sunday supplement, The American Weekly.

The Story Behind The Story is a collection of letters written by Merritt
over a period of months to the advertisers, newspaper editors and other parties
interested in TAW, describing in each letter the background and the methods
used by the Weekly in obtaining some particularly interesting or important
story. Of course the whole thing was nothing more than a thinly disguised runn
ing plug.for Merritt's oagasine and for Merritt himself; the self-praise and
sanctimony at times get a bit too much to take, and theninside facts" are more
often superficial puffery than should really be the case*

Nonetheless the book makes interesting reading, and often offers the reader
insights (none too flattering, by the way) into the character of Abraham Merritt,
Weekly editor.
fhg bsqqilo vleaoXo
As for Abraham Merritt, f&ntaet, why that’s another matter, of course*

++++++

Spirits.^tars^n^ SpeJAs

&o&t8

Perils of Magic by L. Sprague
and Catherine C. de Camp, Can
averal Prose, 1966; 348 pages.
First of all, this book
does not concern "magic" of
the rabbit-from-a-hat, stage
entertainment, slight-of-hand,
it’s-ail-for-fun-folks type.
It is a book about »W,ic, what
the late Aleister Crowley called
"magick" to distinguish it from
prestidigitation.
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The book is a serious study of serious magic
in all its forms, over many centuries up to and
including the present time, and the de Camps de
fine magic rather loosley in order to include a
couple of chapters that may be a little surpris
ing in such a book. They deal, with admirable
scholarship and de Caiupian wit, with such magics
(and pseudo-sciences and/or religions) as astrol
ogy, prophecy, witchcraft, devil-worship, alchemy,
I
A
numerology, "fairyland," mesmerism, rosicrucianism
I GfT A H4RV-ON. theosophy, and even Christian Science.

Despite a message repeated throughout the book
(and on the jacket) that the de Camps are neither for nor
against any particular belief or practice, but are rceerly seeking to illuminate,
they are obviously of a skeptical bent (as many SF fans would of course expect)
and do far more debunking than objective illuminating. Agreeing as I do on almost
every point the de Camps make in the book, I can hardly squawk about their non- '-f
objectivity, but a believer in, say, Ouija, might have something to say'. - ■ ' .
..©Irfahsanxw dscmJB jlocd s.w •sisan
Catherine de Camp has been aschoolteacher, and if the book has a fault it
is in the annoyingly preachy ''lessons" that appear at the end of many chapters
(and elsewhere). This is a minor cavil’, however. It is an excellent book. That’s
why I bought it.
J ?££
‘
■ ' .. A: 1
.

+++++++++++

Symsonia by "Adam Seaborn" (probably John Cleves Symes), Seymour, 1820; 248 pages;
reissued with a new introduction by J. 0. Bailey, Scholars" Facsimiles &
reprints, 1965.
;■
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As noted in my own Edgar RiCe Burroughs; Easier Of Adventure, ths inhabitedhollow-earth theme draws upon folklore and superstition of extremely antique or
igin, including the existence of caves, fissures, volcanoes, growth of plants and
burrowing animals, burial customs, etc.
oonslIXs -iban asdiuJ tabog.as neve e*xsdJo c8taejt*rl as dsinaqS sriJ
But the originator Of th'emodern hollow earth, most successfully exploited :
in our century in ERB’s PelluCidar stories, was John Cleves Symmes who published
a circular in 1818 setting forth the theory that the earth was hollow, illuminated
by a miniature sun, inhabited within, and that communication and commerce between
the inner and outer worlds was possible via openings at the earth’s poles'.''7 s,}
1 ow aid BO©! i id* -s’Jlaiss'. ■ ■
\ljoo svxjssqac’ws'i * boa Hawi
Symmes reiterated his theories in novel form two years later, in Symsonia,
thereby creating the first "Pellucidar." It is better written than I had expected,
more readable; it is a utopian novel in form as Captain Seaborn, having entered
the inner world through the south pole, encounters Symzonians who have a society
ruled by a body of neatly apportioned wise, virtuous, and industrious persons,
who in turn select a sort of constitutional monarch. When Seaborn describes the
society of the outer world he and his crew are expelled for fear of contaminat
ion of the Symzonians.

Bailey says that Symzonia profoundly influenced Poe, and Poe’s Arthur Gor
don Pym, among others, distinctly evidences this influence.
+++++++++++
■ ■

o
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At.The Mountains Of Madness by H. P„ Lovecraft, Arkham, 1964; 100 pages. (Written
1931 , published in Astounding as a three-part serial,
1936.)

Inspired by Symes’ pioneering novel Symsonia Poe wrote The Narrative of
Arthur Gordon Pym (1837) which trails off at an enigmatic point as the travell
ers approach a great abyss near the south pole.
Jules Verne wrote a sequel (The Ice Sphinx, 1900), Burroughs referred to "a
book written about 1830”, hollow-earth cultists have kept a barrage of Symzonian
"non-fiction" up that is still unabated...and in 1931 HPL tried his hand at sequelizing Pym. Like Verne, Lovecraft rejected the hollow-earth element in favor of
polar adventure, introducing artifacts and even a few survivors of the ancient
aliens who pervade his works.
The-story
infused with a
identification
that makes the

is told in typical Loveeraftian fashion, all after the fact, all
post hoc terror and mystery of outlook that belies the "scientific"
of the narrator, and all quite smothered by a maddening verbosity
book almost unreadable.

Foo!

+++++++++++
Montezuma's Daughter by H. Rider Haggard, Longmans, 1898; 325 pages.

Thoroughly researched by the author's on-site expedition, Montezuma’s Paughtg£ is a-historical novel of the conquest of Mexico told from the viewpoint of
the Astecs. The narrator, an Englishman named Thomas Wingfield, lives for some
years in Spain seeking the wicked Spaniard who did in his mother, brushes chill
ingly against the Inquisition, and winds up as an adopted Aztec.
Haggard maintains that the Astecs could have defeated the Spaniards if they
had stood united and adamant against them. Instead, they temporized, some regarded
the Spanish as friends, others even as gods, tribes made alliance with the Spanish
against their fellows, and by the time the Astecs came to a full comprehension of
the Spaniard's intention it was too late to save their empire from destruction.

One of history's shameful episodes, told in colorful detail from the viewpoint
of its victims, full of action and atmosphere (although marred by Haggard'a word
iness and a retrospective outlook, like Lovecraft's, that robs his works of
immediacy).
+ + + + + + + ++ + +
Seaports In The »Q9h by Vincent Starrett, Doubleday, 1928; 289 pages.
Xn an amusing preface Starrett explains that as a boy he read historic and
historical fiction with more enthusiasm than discernment, producing in his own
mind a starange melange of character and event with no discrimination between
reality and fantasy and with no sense of anachronism. Seaports In The Koon, "A
Fantasia On Romantic Themes," is a novel written in precisely this mode.

The unifying theme of the book is a vial of water from the literal Fountain
Of Youth, which passes from hand to hand over a period of some 400 years or more.
Characters who appear in the book, often meeting one another in delightful incid
ents, include Columbus, Cyrano and D’Artagnan (who fight a duel), Alexander Pope,
Long John Silver, Captain (later Major) Andre, and Edgar Allen Poe.
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The book is utterly delightful, perhaps a bit too literary and not suffic
iently endowed with action or violence for the sword-and-sorcery set (although
otherwise much down their alley),..and comes to one of the most satisfactory
endings I have ever owned the joy to read.
+++++++++++
The Quick And The Dead by Vincent Starrett, Arkham, 1965, 145 pages.

Ten.short stories by the author of Seaports In The Moon, all supposedly of
a weird-macabre theme although it strikes me as straining considerably to include
several.
I.y favorite is still "Penelope," last available in The Moon Terror And Other
Stories (1927), reprinted here from a 1923 Weird Tales. But also excellent are
"The Elixer of Death” and ’’Coffins for Two," both very ECish. In fact, all the
stories in the book have virtue.

A minor cavil at August Derleth’s failure to cite original sources...he may
be playing cagey with copyright matters, or simply trying to fool some unwary
readers, but it makes it rough on the reader who is interested in the context
as well as the content of a tale. "The Quick and the Dead" is from WT; "Foot
steps of Fear” is credited to EQMM, 1964. The others are unknown to me in their
original appearances.
+++++++++++
Andrew Lang by Roger Lancelyn Green, Edmund Ward, 1946; 265 pages

This was an early — perhaps the earliest — book of an English bookman who
studied under Tolkien at Oxford and remains his friend, as he was of the late C.
S. Lewis. Green has himself written some fiction (From The World11 s End) but is
better known for his critical and biographical works (Tellers of Tales, Into
Other Worlds /an excellent history of space flight in fiction/. Authors And Places,
Lewis Carroll, A. E. W, Mason, J, M. Barrie, and a recent tales from Shakespeare).
Andrew Lang is a critical biography, somewhat handicapped by Lang’s own
holding back from personal contact beyond a small circle while alive, and his in*?;
structions that his correspondence be destroyed upon his death. Nonetheless Green
does an admirable job of bringing the multifaceted Lang (1844-1912) into focus.
An incredibly talented Scot, Lang’s literary reputation may have suffered from
his very versatility: as translator, poet, historian, novelist, author of fairy
tlaes, he succeeded. Successful at all he concentrated on none, produced no one
great remembered work, and is best known today for the variegated Fairy Books. s(most recently reissued by the Looking Glass Library) of which Lang was not o
author, but editor.
ien ■ ■i.- t Iq
u
q.t c cq an
Of greatest interest to science-fiction and fantasy fans is Lang's collabor
ation with Haggard, The World’s Desire, a fantasy of Ulysses and Helen^on
■ Lqeniiw ■ e. si
Andrew Lang is a good introduction to a forgotten fantacist
j srfj
s-j
+ + + + •♦■ + + + + + +
The Constable Of St. Nicholas by Edwin Lester Araold, Chatto & WIndus, 1894; 263
pages.

The legendary fifth volume of ELA’s fiction (actually the second, following
phra and proceeding Lepidus, Ulla, and Lieut, Gullivar Jones) is a pretty good
book. Despite its title, Arnold’s Constable has nothing to do with Santy, but is
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a rather gory novel of war between Turks and Crusaders on the island of Rhodes
in 1480 AD.'

The constable of the .tie is Oswald de Montaigne, a hero-villain type whose
ambivalent character maket n interesting f®cus for the book. Oswald is a daring,
glamorous, swashbuckling knight crusader, halfway sworn to the celibate Order of
St. John. Unfortunately, he is a bit too openhandcd for his own good, and finds
himself deeply in dept to a sort of Greek-Jewish Shylock named Isaac Saluzfdo,
Oswald constructs a rather neat plan to marry his own wealthy cousin, pay
off his debts out of her estates, get a legal separation from her and live in
stead with his intended mistress, Saluzzio’s beautiful olive-skinned daughter.
As one might guess there are a few little obstacles to this scheme, such as an
annoying fiance of the cousin, but before romantic problems can reach critical
mass the Turks attack, and affairs of the heart give way to affairs of the blade
these latter very ef Actively handled by Arnold.

I wojild say that this is Arnold’s middle book in quality, not up to his two
small Fhra and Gullivar Jones, but better than his other fiction.
how if somebody could get me copies of ELA’s four non-fiction works....
+ + + + +■ + + + + + +
Uranie by Camille Flammarion, published in French, translated by 1'ary J. Serrano;
Cassell, 1890, 252 pages.
Flannnarion, from the little I have been able to learn about him, was a sort
of French Fred Hoyle of the latter XUCth and early XXth Centuries (he died in 1924)
He was both an astronomer and an author, and if the present bock is indicative,
also a bit of a mystic and a philosopher.

Uranie is an odd jumble of a book, with aspects of novel, tract, autobiog
raphy and dream book all in one. By far the best reading today is the section "The
I.use of Heaven,” filling the first fifty pages of the book. In it, the ’nuse Uranie
appears to the narrator and takes him on an astral tour of the solar system, the
galaxy, and finally into the space between the galaxies. Together they see strang
ely inhabited planets, intelligent non-humanoids, and other interesting sights, but
do not at any time participate in the affairs of the extraterrestrials.

Later sections of the book include also a lengthy description of liars as in
habited by reincarnated Earthlings, a theme which Don Wollheim tells me was fairly
common among late-XIXth Century fantucists. I have encountered the idea of inter
planetary reincarnation only here and in Astor’s Journey (1895), but I suppose it
may pop up again.
The non-interplunetary sections of the book deal too much with Flmnmarion’s
rather uninspiring philosophy of Universal Oneness, Change and Eternity, and the
rest of the hyperprofundities that put readers to sleep.
— Dick Lupoff, 1966
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Fans, particularly FIAWOL fans, are likely to be
lieve that Fandom is unique. It really isn’t, you
know.
There are other fandoms,. They haveeverything Fandom
has: feuds, conventions, publications, unbridled egotism — the
works. And I’m not just talking about the satellites of Fandom,
like the Burroughs Bibliophiles and the Comics Fans, but the other,
alien, fandoms., There are fandoms concerned with chess and bridge and
probably tiddly-winks. There are fandoms for stamp-collecting and coin-coll
ecting and almost-anything collecting. There are bird-watchers and girl-watchers;
there are swimmers and divers andskiers. There are business fandoms and profession
al fandoms, religions fandoms and political fandoms. And there is sports car fandom,
of wl ich I have been a member for ten years.
After being a K'eofan in the early Forties, I gafiated from Fandom for nearly
twenty years. During those years I was, inevitably, caught up in several other
fandoms, and the one which caught me most completely was sports car fandom. I
joined it in 1955, mainly because of a girl named Cindy.

I got mildy interested in sports cars that spring, and went around to
several dealers’ showrooms. I test-drove r'.G.'s and Jags and Healeys and
had a ball, but I couldn’t decide whether to get one or not. Flnally
I was in another showroom and a salesman named Jim was demonstrat
ing a Triumph TR-2, a new model in the US at that time, b'e were
well into a discussion of displacements and zero-to-sixty times
when a long, leggy, luscious brunette came in. That was
Cindy. After my eyeballs went back into their sockets,
I sadly ascertained that she was married to Jim.
We three went out for a
at a neighboring beanery. We
talked. Jim raced a Triumph,
and Cindy were active in several
clubs. They told me about r;ces
and rallies and gymkhanas and

BANKS
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parties, and all the time I was admiring Cindie’s profile against the window,
I went back and bought the TR, Never agiin will I encounter' such superb
salesmanship,

+++++++++++

Immediately I plunged
into all the activities that went with the car,
and they were many, since sports car fandom had burgeoned in the years after
World War II- It had precursors before the war, but the movement really started
when two poet-war models were first imported: the Jaguar XK-120 and the KG TC„
These cars found buyers who were delighted to have something more than a elush
wagon to drive to work, drivers who discovered that driving can be fun. Like all
minority groups — and in the late Forties they were a small and odd-ball minor
ity — they banded together into various clubs, associations, and keffeeklatches,
and sports car fandom was launched.

As happens in all vital fandoms, the humber of organisations proliferated
almost beyond limit, The giant among them was, and is, the Sports Car Club of
America (SCCA). To picture anything similar in Fandom, you have to im?gains a
tightly-organized WSFS Joined with a vigorous N3F and including most of the big
metropolitan clubs. SCCA has about 17,000 members currently (although its begin.!
ings were much smaller). It is the dominant factor in sports car racing in the
US, it has local branches all over the country, and it throws an annual cchvention
that is a bang-up party.
The other clubs are many and various. Some are national or international,
with local chapters, like the MG Car Club (KGCC) and the Porsche Club of America
(PCA). Some are purely local, like the Long Island Sports Car Association (LISCA)
in New York, or the South East Sports Car Association (SESCA) in Washington, D.C.
Some are concerned with only one type of automotive sport, like the Washington
Rally Club and New York’s Town and Country Club, both specializing in rallying,
or the Competition Sports Car Club, an autocross organization.
+ + + + •♦• + + + + + +
For the uninitiated, an autocross (or slalom, in some parts of the country)
is a precision driving test against time. A course is laid out on a large parking
lot with ropes and pylons, and each car in turn covers the twisting circiit as
fast as possible. The autocross grew out of the earlier gymkhana, which also in
volved backing and parking trials, and sometimes required the driver to buret
baloons or spear potatoes from hie seat. The autocross in its contemporary fem
is strictly a high-speed event, and seme of the cars which have been specially
prepared for it are worthless as street vehicles.

The automobile rally is sonething else again. If you’ve ever driven to towone’s new house in the country, using his verbal instructions, you’ve participated
in a primitive rallyj you know, "Right at the second traffic light, then right at
the big oak tree; go straight for three
miles, and turn right at the bottom of
the hill..." An automobile rally is something like that, but complicated by all
sorts of conventions and gimmicks. Tie cars :-re started at one-minute intervals,
and the competition comes from the time-distance problem. The speeds at which the
cars are to travel are given in the instructions, and the cars are timed at
various points along the route and penalized for any deviation from theoretical
time. A car which is more than a second or two early or la£e at any point has us
ually lost any chance of winning a trophy, so all kinds of fancy equipment has
been designed to help the rallyists stay on time. A dedicated sportsman can spend
hundreds of dollars and end up with the dashboard of his car covered v/ith clocks,
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counters, and computers (special computers buolt for rallying, called "Tommyboxes" after their designer, H. 3. Thomas), until it looks like a Gemini control
panel.
Everyone should be familiar with racing in one form or another, and sports
car racing resembles the other forms. Ten or fifteen years ago it was stili a
sport that could be carried on with a car that doubled for street use, but the
machines have been getting more and more specialised and expensive, and the fan
fare and promotion for sports car racing has grown with them, until it's not
really an amateur sport any longer.
+++++++++++
In 1955, when I got started, sports car fandom was still small and cozy.
The most active clubs in D.C. were the local branches of SCCA, NGCC, and FCA.
I promptly joined the first two (there was a lot of overlap in the membership
of all of them) and the only reason I didn't join PGA was that they were stuffy
about members owning only Porsches. Each club met once a month, besides sponsor
ing other events. SCCA staged races frequently at Farlboro Kotor Raceway and
other places, and although I never raced myself I was usually on hand to hold a
Ilag or pit-crew for a friend’s car (Cindy was always hanging around the pit-area
in shorty-shorts, creating a traffic hazard). All the clubs put on rallies and
gymkhanas, so something was going an almost every weekend.
Any fandom is glued together by its social activities, and we were no ex
ceptions. A group of us who were "sports cars are a way of life" types formed
a club, SCLDC. Those initials were explained in various ways to nonOinitiates,
but they stood for: Sports Car Lushes of D.C. ’./e hed meetings in bars after the
regular meetings of the other clubs, and every weekend one member of another
would host a BYOL party at his home. The host was obliged to furnish only ice
and mixers, and was entitled to keep any booze left over at the end of the
blast; which was usually a small item, with one exception. Someone once brought
a bottle of bourbon called "Old Gamecock" to one of these sessions. He had been
suckered into buying it by the clerk at a cut-rate booze emporium, and he took
only one drink of it before starting to cadge drinks from others. That bottle
kept circulating for about six months, as the host of each party would bring it
along to the next one. Occasionally some newcomer would be conned into taking a
shot out of it, but it was still half full when somebody finally knocked it over
and broke it.

Sports car types seem to be harder drinkers and wilder partiers than SF
fans, but I will not play Sports Cars Confidential except to mention that we
adapted the hula-hoop craze to a mixed team event (a guy and a gal in one hulahoop, I mean . . . it’s way out.)
+++++++++++
Sports car types do a lot of fueding, and some of it is personal, but there
is more of what might be called "institutional” feuding than there is in Fandom.
Rallyists feud with racers, and both fight with autocrossers. Sponsored racers
feud with those who are amateurs, and admirers of one model car feud with those
who like another. Sometimes a club will be taken over by rallyists, but a group
of autocrossers may bore from within and re-capture it; although this has less
ened as each group segregates itself in its own club.
The biggest feud erupts annually when the SCCA releases its production rac
ing car specifications and its national racing regulations for the coming year.
All the feuding intensifies at SCCA"3 annual meeting, which is the most glitter-
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ing sports car events., This meeting shifts across ths country under a rotation
plan similar to the A'orld SF Con, and is just as big a party and free-for -all
as Fandom could ever provide„
The feuds spill over into the publications, and there are many of these.
Every club ruts out at least a mimeographed newsletter, and they range from these
up to SPORTS CAR, a professionallyproducednational magazine of SCCA, which is a.
slick publication that has won many graphic awards. These magazines aren’t strict,
ly devoted to editorial egoboo as are most fanzines, but there’s a generous spri
kling of it. But sports car fandom lacks the true fanzine fan.
H- + + + + + + H- + + +
Kallying was the branch of automotive sport that hooked me most completely,
and I still rally, while it has been some years since I went to a race or drove
in an autocross. Lately my sports car activity has been limited almost entirely
to national rallies. Various regional clubs of SCCA each put on a 500-mile rally
to which entrants come from every part of the country. I went on seven of these
in 1965, traveling as far from Washington as Chicago and Charleston, S.C. to par
ticipate. A national rally weekend is a grueling business: you drive hundreds of
miles to get there, drive in a 500-mile competition, party madly in every inter
stice of time available, then drive hundreds of miles home again., The attraction
is just the same as a science fiction convention: you see your friends from -al 1
over th. country. The we ar and tear is far greater than an sf con, but the nat
ional rallyists love it. They are the last bastion of "sports cars are a way of
life."
+ + + •+• + + + + + + +
Alas, the "good old days" of sports car fandom have passed. When I got into
it in the Fifties, owning a sports car was still a highly individualistic thing
to do. Now owning an KG or a Healey is a teenage status symbol. Detroit is bring
ing out ersatz "sporty" cars. Sports car fandom is being killed by popularity.
Racing the little beasts is becoming a big business now, and the racers are
taking a businesslike attitude, tost of the new buyers of shorts cars are just
spectator-type "fans." The autocrossers have more and more trouble getting per
mission to use suitable parking lots, i tallying, except on the national circuit,
Is becoming the occasional diversion of the many instead of the intense pre -occ
upation of the few.

The old members of the SCLDC have slowed down, and the gals have become mat
ronly (even Cindy), so the wild old parties are no more. How we get together sed
ately at the Lavender Hill Mob Pit Stop, a private bar and restaurant for sports
car types in Georgetown, and reminisce quietly. The younger generation is, natur
ally, going to the dogs, and few of them believe that "Sports cars are a way of
life." Her do we, any longer..

If it weren’t for the national rallies, I’d probably have gafiated firom
sports car fandom long ago. Oh,
I’d probably still drive one, just as an
sf fan who goes gafia may continue to read science fiction, but the old spark
is gone. Maybe that’s why I’m getting active in Fandom agiin.
Banks Mebane, 1966

BEARD-MUTTERINGS

BOB—TLOBR-- 3
I’ve been sitting here with a smug smile on my face (a smile carefully con
cealed beneath my beard, of course) speculating on the probable outcome of an
amazing fishing expedition» I would dearly love to know how it turned out, would
love to know if any fish were caught, but I have better manners than to ask. I
don't want to be caught.
About ten years ago (October 1966) Newsweek magazine reported with a straight
face that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had initiated a psychological research pro
ject looking into ESP. Some anonymous but merry men in the Pentagon have come up
with the*fantastic’idea that telepathy might be the coming thing; that it might
be possible to not only read the minds of the Soviet leaders, but to influence
thier lucubration by long distance thought control. A spymaster’s dream. So they
made a project of the ESP research, and quickly leaked the news to the magazine.
No further word of this Buck Hogerish project ever came to my attention dur
ing the following ten years, which wasn’t too surprising, for the news item bore
every earmark of Jpeing a plant — a succulent worm dangled on the end of a fish
ing line, /ny follow-up story would be superfluous and would run the risk of
letting the cat out of the bag. Keep in mind that a "news item” of that nature
was certain to provoke a bagful of crank letters, letters more likely to be dir
ected at the Pentagon rather than the magazine. A true telepath wouldrJt be silly
enough to fall into such a trap, but the teeming
half-world of people with
"strange experiences" would rush to the stamp window. They always do.

The logic behind such a news item should run like this:
1) Some government agency, such as the CIA, was hoping to flush a telepath
out of the woods and into the open where he could be recognized. —If such a fan-
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Tastic thing as a telepa.tr
of the silliest and dumbt
ally clever ones# and not
fames 194 rating. They may
among the bagful of cranks

existed. Remember that the CIA has been guilty of some
stunts in recexit history, as well as some exception
.ery man in that organization could have Al Ashley’s
iave supposed that the genuine article would turn up
and nuts.

2) Failing that, then perhaps the cranks and nuts would inadvertantly re
veal a time telepath while sounding
off about themselves; they would reveal a
neighbor or drop unsuspecting clues about a relative which would permit the CIA
to run down the genuine article — who was still prudently hiding in j»he woods.
or 3) The planted news item was a malicious fabrication, designed to scare
silly the soviet intelligence network. A part of the wicked but fascinating bus
iness of espionage is to keep the other side groggy, guessing, and hopefully#
always off balance. They do it to our side all the time.

About the only comfort a skeptic can take is that the news item did not
appear by accident, the whim of an editor, nor was it actually leaked against the
wishes of the Pentagon. Monsense! Leaks don’t just harpen that way; leaks are
arranged for some pointed purpose. This ’’news" was deliberately published for a
purpose, to force some action somewhere in the world, and in another ten years
we may learn that purpose and learn whether or no the gambit was successful.
All major American newspapers and magazines, and some minoi' ones as well,
are read daily or weekly by the government officials and the intelligence agents
of other nations
friends as well as foes because the spying business is di
rected at friend as well as foe. (On at least one occasion, American agents
watching British agents have discovered a Russian agent in their midst. The
friendly Yanks tipped off the British, who nabbed the Russian.)It is a part of
the intelligence routine to read the publications of other nations: books, maga
zines, newspapers, technical journals# railroad timetables, shipping data and,
for all I know, science fiction fanzines. It has often been said, perhaps accur
ately, that the Russians have learned more American "secrets” by reading our prejr
than they have learned by stealing or buying. Don’t be upset about it. V.;e do the
same thing to them and I’d be willing to wager that we have learned more Soviet
"secrets" by reading their periodicals than we have ever gained by theft or purchase. Tit for tat$ like it or not.

If that telepathy project was genuine in the proper sense, you may rest ass
ured that not so much as a hint, a whisper, would have appeared in print. Can any
bright-eyed reader cite one news item, however brief, concerning the Manhattan
Project before the bomb was exploded in 1945? Not the astounding fiction, not
the Clove Cartmill Incident, but a genuine news article sugg.stirjg that such a
project was under way? So I am moved to wonder how it all turned out. Did the
Soviet launch their own ESPer hunt? Did they feverishly begin building telepath
detectors? Brainwave scramblers? What did happen ten years ago?
I know of two things which happened, two events which appear to have only
the most tenuous connection with Project Esper. In that same year, a Hollywood
producer bought my novel WILD TALENT, which told the story of a young Esper who
went into the spying game; the producer announced plans to make a movie of the
book, but the plans went wrong. The movie has never been made. Similarly, two
or throe years agp MOM studios purchased Frank Robinson’s telepathy novel THE
POWER, and announced groat plans for an Esper movie. The movie has never been
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made, If I were the suspicious type, I could say that the Pentagon suppressed
those movies in the same way they suppressed news or articles on the atomic
bomb between 1940 and 1945„
+++++++++++++++++++++
Are there secret agents in fandom? In prodom?
Hap it occurred to
anyoneelse to wonder if the fandom we know and love
harbors an intelligence agent or two? Please don’t snicker; our way of life could
provide an ideal cover for a wicked old spy — a spy for our side, of course. (If
we ever discover an agent for the other side in out midst, I’ll sign a petition
todrum him out of the HJF.) The CIA and other field agents adopt all manner of
clever but natural disguises, or else they maintain the guise they wore before t
they were recruited: businessman, writer, accountant, travel-agent, post-grad
student, researcher, historian, traveller, perhaps even washerwoman or bell-boy.
Or fan. A fan writes, publishes, and sometimes travels a great deal; he not only
journeys back and forth to overseas conventions but he also visits other Euro
pean countries before and after a convention; he maintains a world-wide network
of correspondents who exbhange books, magazines and letters with him. He could be
an ideal undercover agent.

At least two members of fandom have what the government calls Q-Clearances,
because of the nature of their daily work; and judging by what I’ve read in some
California fanzines recently, another Q-fan or two lives in that giddy eden. All
these people are jolly good characters, publish fanzines and attend conventions,
and one is something of a Traveling Jiant.

But actually my fondest suspicion rests on an innocent-appearing chap who
is not openly involved in any government work, and has never been so identified
in the past. He is more or less normal, he has a grasp of at least one foreign
language, he maintains contact with fans in several countries and gets reading
material from them, he writes and publishes regularly, he attends conventions
— in short he appears to be a typical fan. But I've noticed some little diff
erences. I’ve had my watery eye on this fan for perhaps five years, since I first
began noticing the differences, and damme! if he doesn't fit nicely into the slot
of undercover agent. If I were to choose a fan for undercover cloak-and-dagger
work, I’d certainly choose him for a variety of reasons. Read the fanzines clos
ely and discover him for yourself. But use caution, please — don’t identify him
in print. If you and I are wrong, we will merely embarrass him (and he appears
to embarrass easily); if we are right, the identification would end his usefull
ness in his job. Pick your candidate but keep mum.

+++++++++++++++++++++

\
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Perhaps the best book on this subject, of current usefulness, is The Secret
War by Sanche de Gramont (Dell, ?5<). It contains enough information on a hundred
subjects to curl your hair. It also contains the kind of information that should
shut the mouths of cheap and flabby politicians who trade on cheap fear and flabby
hysteria to capture headlines and keep them in office. In particular, there are \
two or three windbags in Washington who periodically wail about the threat of Cuba
"only ninety miles from our shores.” After reading this book, it is difficult to
believe that CIA agents are not so close to Doctor Castro, that they can listen
to his sleep talking.
Item: for about five years before Gary Fqwers made his unhappy claim to fame,
U2 planes piloted by his canpanions flew over Soviet territory end the satellite'*
countries with raw impunity, photographing whatever they chose. (They are still
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flying over South America, Cuba, China, and the Indo-Chinese nations.) Powers
was not shot, down by high-altitude rocket fire, as the Russians claimed, but
instead suffered a flame-< it of his jet and dropped. When he had dropped to
within an easy range, Rus? an anti-aircraft weapons opened up on him. They did
not hit him. An air burst
iiediately behind him' jolted his plane out of con
trol; he panicked and went er the side., He was captured on the ground, his
plane was put back together in some semblance of its original shape, and both
were later put on public display in Moscow.
Item: for longer than five years, the United States has maintained an el
ectronic surveillance of Russia, from listening posts in Alaska, Scandinavia,
and certain countries of the Near-East such as Turkey. This watch is so thor
ough that the listening posts have taped conversations between Russian pilots
flying in the Korean War, between army
units maneuvering in the Russian field,
and between gun crew stations on the
ground. One such station was in contact
with Powers on his last flight, received
his distress signal, watched his radar
blip drop down below their horizon, and
then listened to Russian ground crews as
they jockeyed to get the Powers’ plane
in their gunsights.

Itemt The air Force has launched an
undisclosed number of spy satellites into
polar orbit, keeping an eye on Russia now
that U2 planes are supposedly banned from
those skies. Some of these satellites burn
ed up, others lived useful lives of a few
months or a few years, and others have been
sent up to take their place. Only very rare
ly are these launched reported in the press;
some magazines such as Sky And Telescope
attempt to, maintain a count, but I suspect
they are hampered by the liind of censorsh-ip
we knew during the war. My current guess is
that about twnety are up there. About the
only clue you can get (if you get anything
at all) is that polar orbits are launched
from California bases; the other, public,
equatorial orbits are launched from Florida.
Item: Each and every time the Congress
meets, there is a great hue and cry for
"Econoniy."’ Usually,
..
loose-lipped
congressmen want to effect this economy by
slashing millions or even billions from such
unpopular projects as Foreign Aid, or the
Farm Program. And every year, after they
make their speeches and shed their tears, the two programs sail rfcght on pretty
much as the Administration desired them. A few millions are cut, as tokens, be
cause it looks good in the public prints and even may snag a few votes back home;
but sometime, just for the hell of it, figure out the percentage of the millions

that were cut against the billions that weren’t. Those poor flapdoodle congressmen can’t cut foreign aid or farm price supports — those budgets conceal the
millions earmarked for worldwide intelligence activities.
All in all, it’s a jolly game, this being a bystander watching the machina
tions of government. Join me. Watch for the phony news items that never mean
what they say, for the announcements that actually cover up a spy incident some
where in the world, for the pompous statements which indicate that somewhere,
someone created a hell of a mess and we are trying to ~et him out of it. Take
with salt the news that a U2 is making weather observations or experiments, that
a nuclear submarine is sailing under the North Pole just to see if it can be done,
that a new satellite has been launched to study sun spots. Five, ten, or twenty
years from noW you may discover wt.at was really being done.

What did Castro say in his sleep last night?
— Bob Tucker, 1966

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The 1966 LunaCon sf conference will be held on April 16th and 17th at the
Hotel Edison on West 46th Street in New York. GoH will be Isaac Asimov, a
well known Adam Link imitator. The EasterCon, ,2 nights of parties, will
be put on within the area by the FISTFA, a group whose origines lie in the
land of the Shadows. Or Sorething. For information, write Frank Dietz at
1750 Walton Avenue, Bronx, New York, 10453 + New York in ’67! +

■

(this has been a paid political message sponsored by Friends of F&anishness,
Inc. Not a Religious Organization.)
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NOTES TOWARD A
MOTIF INDEX
miLT
STEUGEiS

-4——IS an academic area, folklore is mad-way between literature and anthropology,
1 • Since they cannot exert a critical influence on their subject matter,
folklorists have had to develop different techniques for dealing with oral lit
erature than would be used by a conventional literary critic. One folk tale
might very well exist in several hundred minor variations, so it was necessary
to deal with general subject matter rather than with details of presentation.
In order to do this, Stith Thompson compiled his Motif Index of Folk Literature.
In this case, a motif is the smallest divisible narrative unit.

In the index, motifs are organized in a numerical system much like a library
organization of subject matter. If this system were applied to science fiction,
t^e number 149 might be, "Heroine menaced by mad scientist.” The preceding num
ber might be, “Heroine menaced by dirty Un-American aliens." Sub-categories of
both numbers would include how and why the heroine was being menaced. After
establishing such an index, it is a fairly easy matter to express any plot in
the folklore field as a numerical series. But it does require a considerable
amount of study to do it, since the index is six volumes long.
A new story involves the rearrangement of motifs rather than the creation
of new motifs. All of the major motifs were probably developed long before
humans began to write and the sub-categories have been added because of tech
nological and social changes rather than because of any literary discoveries.
In a field such as science fiction which strives to find n.‘W material, I would
estimate that one new how or why category is developed per hundred published
stories.

Motifs are interesting little animals and quite pertinent to some forms of
literature. However, science fiction isn’t one of them. Since characterization
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is a minor aspect of most science fiction stories, it is often assumed that added
emphasis is placed on the plot. In some cases this is true, but in general char
acterization and plot merely form a vehicle for interesting scenery, wierd cul
tures and cute gadgets. When I try to remember a science fiction story at a dis
tance of several years, I find that I can often recall the background detail long
after I have forgotten the plot and characters entirely. I tend to remember hist
orical novels in the same way, whereas I generally remember either the plot or
the characters of a standard novel.

The motif index is an accurate shorthand way of representing folk literature,
but if some one wanted to construct a similar index for the science fiction field
he would have to account for background material. This wouldn't be as difficult
as it might seem, because most science fiction writers have projected elements of
life on Earth and have not dealt with anything that is really alien. Some people
maintain that if science fiction writers did develop situations that were truly
alien then the readers would be unable to identify with the story. This is Un
doubtedly time, if the writer were to develop a completely alien environment.
Alien elements would always have to be integrated with something that the reader
could more readily understand.
There are only a relatively small number of alien planetary environments
that have been used in science fiction. This number probably could not be expanded
much, since there are only a limited number of environments that are likely to
exist in the universe. With the exception of various forms of energy creatures,
most of the alien forms simply rearrange Tarran zoological patterns. Since elect
ricity and light both move, the idea of the energy creature is an easily accepted
one. Science fiction writers have done some interesting things with symbiotic
life forms, but this area is st ill so small it woul d present no problem to any
would-be index maker.
Future and alien cultures are areas in which science fiction writers have
really missed a bet. Not only haven’t they cooked up any interesting new ones,
they haven’t even projected most of the wierd cultures that have existed on earth.
It’s amazing that writers haven’t became bored with extra-terrestrial Romans,
Egyptians and Nazlis. It has always bothered me that science fiction writers seem
to presume that the cultural values of western civilization are the ultimate val
ues to which all rational creatures would sibscribe. They ignore that if a person,
grows up in a particular culture then he will take on the values of that culture.
Aldous Huxley was much more sophisticated in this respect when he brought in an
outsider to criticize the culture of the Brave New World. Most writers make their
characters rebels within a society and have them deliver a criticism of the val
ues of their society’s Value system. This seldom happens. Aperson may criticise
all wanner of things about his society but not the basic cultural values. Amer
icans nearly never wonder Whether they should kill their parents when their teeth
fall out, and yet there is a culture where it would be innoral to do otherwise*
Whatever Americans find contemptable or objectionable is probably considered in
a favorable light by some culture somewhere in the world. It might be interesting
to construe^ a story about two cultures, both of which were alien to Western Civ
ilization and alien to each other. Who needs reader identification, anyway?

Technological background would present a greater problem than either cultural
or environmental background in respect to indexing. Science fiction uses a lot of
standard machinery (space ships, matter transmitters, time machines, blasters,
super computers, etc.5> but this machinery i.; subject to almost infinite variatio n.
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Ny first reaction wojild be to disregard
these minor variations, but since many
stories revolve around the solution of
minor technical problems this can’t be
done with impunity. It’s problems like
this that make me glad I generally don’t
go around indexing things. Any decision
on this point would be somewhat arbit
rary^

Even though it would be possible
to create narrative and background mo
tifs for the science fiction field, I
doubt that anyone would construct such
an index in the near future (and if
they did I can’t thihk of any particu
lar use for it). It might stimulate a
little bit more originality or it might set permanent limits on the field. It’s
often interesting to look at a piece of writing from many different angles, and
expansion and contraction are two ways of doing this. Even so, reducing a novel
or a short story to a line of numbers may be carrying the idea too far.
++++++++++++++++
When I wrote the first part of this article I thought that the idea of a
motif index for the scence fiction field was an interesting one, although the
compilation of such an index would probably require more time than it was worthF
This week Bruce Fela loaned me a copy of ties Fantasy Classification System by
Alastair Cameron which was compiled in 1952, and a three page decimal classific
ation by Jack Speer. It seems that people are always stealing my ideas before I
think of them.

Both of thse works are similar in intent, but Cameron developed the idea
further in 52 pages than Speer could in three. Even with this added development,
Cameron doesn't run into the sorts of problems that I was discussing in the first
part of this article. For instance, he has one number to indicate that a story
deals witha' non-human society and a series of numbers which divide extra-terrest
rials by habitat rather than by structure. Technological matters are also dealt
with in large all-inclusive categories. The ten major divisions of the index are:
00
10
20
30
40
50

Abberations
Supernatural Beings
Extrapolations on Life and Kind
Extrapolations on Living
Supernatural Places and Things
Extrapolations on Space

60
70
80
90

Extrapolations on Technology
The Past
Extrapolations on Time
Supernatural, Unrationalized And
Distorted Powers and Themes

Each divison has subdivisions and these are also divided into smaller units..
Along with the numerical system, there is also a system of letters which can be
appended to the numbers to indicate other information about the story such as
length, type of story (mystery, enterprise, strangle, etc.) and stress (plot,
adventure, mood, personalities, etc.). At the end of the volume, Cameron included
several example of how his system would work on particular stories. Bis first
example was a fairly simple story by George Stewart.
Earth Abides, 39»3eejbbx, The classification is interpreted, ’’sole survivors.

most of population killed; over 105,000 words; the hero is frustrated; the appeal
is to tragedy; the atmosphere of the story is stressed; fantasy is important;
there are no subsidiary considerations
This first example ir-.kes using the system look pretty simple, so Cameron
picked a more difficult example to show what his system could really do,

Stapledon, W. Olaf Last and First Men 89.9 + 31.8:(22.5,2, 1, 3 + 23.1, 2)
+ 62.4: (52.6 + 53.5):56.1, 5, 9 + <357+ 38.):(37.2 + 39.3: 37.4 + 35.4: 29.3:
52.8: 68.5, 6)exafbh.

“History of the future covering several cultural cycles; societies of mut
ants having telepathy, perception in space, ordinary senses sharpened, percept
ion in time, extra developments of existing and new human bodily functions; en
gineering development of Venus and Neptune and/or Pluto as a result of an astro
nomical collision, a nova and unusual radiation in space; the expansion and decay
of cultures as a result of loss of strategic materials, sole survivors from a
world-wide explosion, invasion of Earth by intelligent alien beings whose natural
habitat is the atmosphere of Kars, genetic engineering and adaption to new envi
ronments; over 105,000 words; plot not covered by profile; intellectual appeal;
philosophy stressed; fantasy important; told from non-human viewpoint.”
As the previous example indicates, the Fantasy Classification System could
deal with any story that is likely to be written in the science fiction or fan
tasy field. Apparently no one has found any particular use for this system, but
it’s rather interesting as a curiosity.
-- Hilt Stevens, 1966

The always provocative x. v Pradbury, Li 1952 (speaking before the Brandeis
University National Women9s Co.mnit^ 3), described Ideas as "winds that -rush here
and there, to be caught and bottled ay your own thinkers, your own German Elite.,”
And, as he so forcefully exemplified, there are always those who dislike "being
held up, shaken, turned over, and sqinted at, to see what makes him tick. There
fore, remember: books are dangerous, celebrities detest these handy memory courses
which recollect their promises at midnight and their absentmindedness at dawn.
They would rather life be lived and forgotten. How lovely, without books, when ex
perience vanishes in thin air, in mouth-to-mouth mythology, and bedtime tales."
So we have those who bludgeon us into subordination, those who would show an av
ersion to thought, whether they are fannish fans publishing their monthly apa
trivia, or literary snobs who read the Saturday Review of Nothingness and Sickness.
And, drawn from the cold 'winds of the past, we find freethinkers being burned, quar
tered, trammeled, and tortured, excommunicated, or condemned by their families be
cause of harsh word, disturbing thought, or defiant morals., Can the science fiction
fan forget that, only a few hundred years ago, he would have been burned as a heret
ic by the Spanish Inqiusition, or, during the 18th Century, been morbidly tortured
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by the French in their "Revolutionary ’/ar?" And, now, this minute, we have indiv
iduals who stalk the streets of our lives, bland antiintellectuals.
And, why? Because an aversion to a word of many identities: agnosticism, free
thought, atheism, Pyrrhonism, or skepticism. If a belief has no substancial grounds,
then can one be expected to intellectually accept it as "truth"? We think not.
And, if individuals, rarticularly the fannish fans, would dismiss maudlin flagrancies and exorcise a bit of analytical thought, then, perhaps, the present wasteland
of non-science fiction magazines in fandom would at least be intellegent. Of course,
we are well aware that if many of the fannish feyas did think, then many would be
shown to be completely incompetant—they would be unable to sustain a mature bal
ance between quality non-sf material and cuality sf articles. They would rather,
as Leland Sapiro has often cited, perpetuate a Defense of Triviality.

There is a possibility that the fannish fan will think that
an "extreme sercon intellectual," demanding that all material be
ally orientated. Admittedly’, the latter would be desirable, but,
encounters trouble over a definitive idea about what constitutes

this writer is
science fiction
conversely, one
a "science fict-
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ion" fan magazine or "science fiction.,” We tend to support John Campbell’s premise
that "That group of writings which is usually referred to as’mainstream literature’
is, acually, a special subgroup of the field of science fiction—for science fic
tion deals with all peaces in the universe, and all times in Eternity, so the lit
erature of here-and-now is, truly, a subset of science fiction." Hence, a magazine
such as John Boardman’s Pointing Vector is "science-fictional" in attitude, if not
IN A6EUM content; science fiction can no longer be compartmentalized in neat
packages—it is no longer, strictly, a "futuristic" type of extrapolation, but one
which is concerned with all the directions of our time. Cut, be that as it may,
that is not our concern here.
Howwver, in the area of the fan ethic or credo, this writer dismisses the
fannish fan's
facetious arguments about "being yourself," "letting your
self go,” etc. (Of course, these arguments may sometimes be applicable, but this
is not the discernable case, always). And, likewise, the fannish fan may rarely
present any comment on science fiction, society, or the future of man; strangely
enough, he abstains from intellectiuallism for trivia, he would rather comment on
another’s narrowmindedness rather than produce a fresh thought. We all agree that
a magazine such as Amra or Riverside Quarterly is the "best" type of sercon maga
zine, but others, less knowledgable, may accuse these editors of "editorial pom
posity” or "sercon heavyhandedness,"

And there is no agreement about anything, in the final sense.
•.hen all mature fans agree on a matter after no little thought, then one
should accept their mutual opinions as nearly analogous to actual circumstance .
If, however, all are vehemently antagonistic toward one another, then one has
ostensible grounds for skepticism. And it is these two approaches to thoughtin
fandom which one should support, which one should use as being the most suited
to the scientific
method. loreover, there is a third stipulation to our
brief credo of skepticism: that when, with fellow science fictioneers, no def
inite idea can be created on a particular problem, then one would do best not
to centralize upon hasty judgements. Assiduous intellectualism has more value
than unchanneled emotionalism.

These three rules may sound relatively reasonable, but they have been rarely
utilized in fannish fandom.
All ostentatious fannish feuds can be said to be related to one or more of
these three, above outlined areas, areas which the skeptic condemns; and, as it
were, "areas” should be eradicated, and "opinions" inserted.
And, too, the fannish fans may forget that their trivialities and emotion
alisms are not rational approaches to fandom -in order to be A Science Fiction
Fan, one must not lose sight of the initial purposes of science fiction and
fandom. And passionate, snobbish invectives on the part of fannish fans are not
defensible propositions — indeed, passion may be a lack of rationalism, whether
in political fan magazines or religious fan magazines. In a feud between two
fannish fans, harsh wobds may be exchanged, but their disagreements ray be slow
ly nullified and the status quo is re-established., But, for example, notice what
a skeptic can do to a fan. In 1943, and in t’is period, Los Angeles fan Francis
T. Laney was the focal point for a bitter feud with Forry Ackerman. Ackerman,
Laney asserted, was a homosexual, a "fake fan," and of no use to science fiction
Laney’s premises were irrevocably wrong, of course, but Laney did not feel as
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Such, and he, like othei' dogmatics, found that d
skepticism is the greatest enemy to incessant
harshness; in Laney’s case, Ray Bradbury and
Walt Daugherty proved Laney wrong so many times
that even Laney’s former reign in weird fantasy
(with his magazine, The Acolyte) was toppled. To
recapitulate: Francis Laney was a faanish fan,'»
he had an inconsistent, ambiguous philosophy, oiJ
and spoke with no thought as to what he: was
trying to-say» And, like so many others, he 3 5X1
refused'to listen to arguments which were not aoH
analogous to his own egotist ideals., People
don’t^^n^their gods to suddenly appear to
Enenyi
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be 'htu&n,d^&3p' the Enemyisg I?/rongUand
’firougii arjd ican
nevef ^nare Eightousness,, Rationalism is'absent :■>
in many fannish fan magazines, and1 one finds
c sealed
incongruities and irrevelancies. a «i ’ ie"
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i : niertd e« ad vorid toi .(eiedc? EdwardsjWopdfa xtiadtfrfully edited Journal of edJ
Science Fiction should have been like Quandry; Quandry,
ad oJ ethe3pf»upQs>aAn^iyi5iufjL smugly tannounced, was.th! greatestcontributio*k .cojp<ien^fa.$>40B fandom, aince FaniajbyeCommentator.cAnalogous statements w >
about
elucidated, in 1$62, ataSam nalewedJ "The'< Immortal StormsReadls
vi«Ai-e^iJ»Acc§rding
^ani^-MfePwitz, eobiiderable ievidedca was available which
shtWdptfclie &^?«4,en©stnff«n»4gazines were^a “vast! watt eland," And, contrary
^Mni8htl’8nB Wouid;-assume, §u5serious?dtaereon magazine is much: *>j.
more
MysdtfcMd* ^monthly-chatter!1 coluEuailf.a fannish fan ieafraidno
of settop* fioilongtHRNkilia position isrtatuously inconsistent, then he should,axs
perhaps, publish a sercon magazine in order to disprove or test his wwn feelings..*
And any otherwise fannish fans have become sercon fans on the basis of this ra
tional ft|>proaph<j but one.-iscwf/iling to: question -if acfarutish. fan' has logically
solved tht , heat tndepassion.£Mdlwhich feuds and.controversies are.-createdb-ade
• V-M-levnoo teo ’tvs two baa
Ianc-2.noqw said alsilsd i is easbl mA
bat has this to do with skepticism? Quite a bit,.betause many fans are
ed
somewhat middle-class in their discernable thinking processes, and tend to look
ah 'btiffejont" moral, credoaea somewhat calamitous stitespf beings They consider
any peripheral sexual standards which are not their own to be "immoral," and in>nneedoftf.rectifying action.. for example, in Catholic countries in Europe divorce
ist<wicked,11 but a man may. have a mistress with little orfno reprobation from the
Chur ah, In India, to have a widow remarry is: tantamount to being suicidal;, i And
in our own culture, divorce is commonplacej but homosexuality or polygamy (even id
when expressed in a fanzine) is considered too "intimate*! or "ghastly" for acien^u
tifio contemplation. All of these moral standards are, to their respective adhere
ents, condoned--all others are alienated, and eradicated when possible. However
that may be, this writer has seen no fannish fan prove that his individual morale
ethical philosophy could prove another to be obsolescent.
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There is a psychological theory which states that a person who is vehemently
anti-Kegmro can be changed to a considerable degree, by "transposing" his to an
intimate position. This would entail not just a hitherto planned trip to the ghe
tto’s cleaner spots, but a visit and talk with people who are living in a "civil-

ized Stone Age" environment.
When this occures, the person
becomes skeptical of his own
philosophies, and he becomes
solicitous about an area in
which he had originally been
inexorably biased! Former Great
Truths became Ideas To Be Ques
tioned, and, as is often the
case in the deep South, he
becomes active in Civil Rights,
however, all prejudices and
hates against alien methods
of marriage, religion, or sex
are based on irrationalism,
and "sin" is restricted to
each individual culture. But
"sin" is a myth, and any torturing of individuals because of "sinful" practices
is barbaric (See this writer’s "Sin And The Science Fictioneer" in a recent iss
ue of Al Andrews' Iscariot). However, Christian moralists do not question their
ideal of Sin, as, basically, much of neo-Chrlstianity is based upon cruelty (e..g,,
the Spanish Inquisition, led by Catholic church-members). So, they have their hell.
Extreme skepticism is often called Nationalism, i.e., Nationalism is to be
questioned because of its questionable ideas. For example, during the Civil War
many historians were attacked for defending the philosophy of the
Southj
afterward (sometime after the surrender of Lee and Johnston), the historian enuld
. question the motives of both sides with little or no fear of being con
demned by, his contemporaries. Moreover, in any culture, no one enjoys self-quest
ioning; in war, it is treasonable to bring up the "truth." So, in fannlsh fandom
one finds anti-Semiticisa, anti-intellectualism, etc., their basic falsehoods
exemplified by the fact that those of similar juvenile magazines accept their
theories.
? e±rf tssf io ovo'iqe ib of lebio nt wiisagas noonsa >

The fannlsh fan should consider, in endeavoring to raise bls own magutiAe’s
standards, these psychological questions: when are Ideas causes of direct iction?
Are Ideas and Beliefs based upon rational evidence, and can evidence, conversely,
be the basis for rational beliefs?
Hence, we ask is it possible to preserve the "general" fan magazines wit)out
preserving the anti-intellectual fannlsh magazine. One ma; ask, "Is a non sci neo
fiction magazine necessarily bad?" We can only reply, "Fore often than not n nstf publications are insults to the intelligence." And only skepticism can create
a drawing away of the veils of ignorance, and inserting rational thought ’With
the constructing of a rational science fiction ethic, one would find that the
immature fannish fan magazines would slink away, tails between legs — they would
not be adequatly interesting for a mature Child of our Time. Idealism? Perhaps.
False hope? Definitely no, unequivocally no! For austere moral--ethical systems
are often more applicable than emotional diatribes! Perhaps, in another article,
this writer will further elucidate upon the above mentioned ideas: that ideas
are not always causes of a fan’s actions, and that ideas, too, are not always
based upon no little thought.
— Stephen Pickering, 1966

;/hen Andy Porter showed me the foregoing article by Stephen Pickering (written
for some reason under the pseudonym of "Erik Vaan") I was both amused and disgusted
by it. I skimmed over it briefly, catching an amusing non-sequiteur here and there,
and gagging on some of his examples of his vast fund of pse'udoTknowledge.
Going back over the article now, a second time and carefully, I
bemused than anything else.

am more

r.ecently Arnie Katz, rich brown, Cindy Heap, Robin and I were driving up to
the Bronx, for a Lunarian meeting, and the subject of Stephen Pickering came up.
I recalled him as the author of several pretentious letters in which he claimed
to be reviving half the notab e fanzines of the past, and once sent me .at F&SF
an amazingly bad story accompanied by a letter in which he lectured me (or rather,
F&SF) about the values of science fiction! Rich brown couldn’t place him, though,
so Arnie said, "Yo u know, he’s the one with the prolix writing style."
I agreed, and someone asked for a definition of prolix., "That's when you
use five words where one would do," Arnie said.. "That’s Pickering all right," I
said.
I regard the article you have just read as the ^est possible refutation of
its own point of view. Pickering is trying to say something in his article, but
I 11 be damned if he has paused for a moment to figure out what is was. Apparent
ly he thinks fannish fans are a pretty bad lot, although he offers only one just
ification for his case: a badly distorted version of the Laney-Ackerman feud.
I tfcied to pick out a thread of lofic from his article, because I regal'd
that as the first step towards constructing a logical reply. I confess, however,
that । ickering has me baffled. The man does not present his points logically;
he buttresses non-sequiteurs with impressive, but random quotes from his idols,
and he slides into his subject only indirectly, somewhere between the first and
second j.a<es. Indeed, the article is a massive, prolix, non-sequiteur. I mean,
what can you do with something like "Several years ago, in a now-forgotten fan
magazine, a fannish fan deplored the fact that Edward '/cods’ masterfully edited
JOURNAL OF SCIENCE FICTION should have been like QUANDRY; CUAWDHY, the pompous
individual smugly announced, was the greatest contribution to fandom since FANTASY
CCI1 ENTATOR."

You tell me: .'hat in hell is Pickering

saying?

Let’s take this piece para raph by paragraph. There is no other sensible
answer for it.
In his first paragraph:, Pickering gives us an interesting quote fpm Hay
Bradbury (one of his idols) which, as near as I can tell, has no relevancy to
his following attack on either "fannish fans
publishing their monthly apa
trivia, or literary snobs who read the SATURDAY REVIEW OF NOTHINGNESS AND SICK
NESS." Bradbury was talking about people who prefer to live without books —
by extension, without the permanency of print. How Pickering can equate this
with people who sometimes embarra singly live out their lives in n; ked, public
print, ie beyond me. But this appears to be his point.

Pickering concludes his first paragraph with an ambiguous warning against
"bland anti-intellectuals" and then moves ahead to a characterisation of "fannish fans" as being averse to "agnosticism, freethought, atheism, Pyrrhonism, or
skepticism," chastising fannish fans for their "maudlin flagrancies" and lack of
"analytical thought."
It’s an amazing jumble of nonsense, pyramided upon what amounts to monumental
ignorance of fandom, fannish fans, and sercon fans. Pickering concludes his para
graph with a quote from another idol, Leland Sapiro, to the effect that fans
refuse to balance their "non-sf" articles with "quality sf articles," preferring
a "Defense of Triviality."

I dohtt know, but I think tliat Pickering has written a non- sf article here
himself — it seems to be exclusively concerned with attacking fans not as narr
ow-minded as himself — and if he is holding himself up as a virtuous example of
the proper exercise of Analytical Thought, heaven help us all!
His third paragraph is a dilly. Go back and reread his first two sentences
— I’ll wait — and chuckle. The rest of the paragraph is, as he notes, "not our
concern here." Indeed, it’s superfluous for any fan who’s thought twice about
What is SF, and advances his argument not one whit.

The fourth paragraph sneaks in another cute one: "...the fannish fan’s fa
cetious arguments about ’being yourslef,9 ’letting go,’ etc." I haven’t heart! t
these arguments before, ’..'here did they come from? What is their relevance to the
previous portion of Pickering’s article? And, finally, what is so "facetious"
about such arguments?

Pickering further states th -1 "the fannish fan...abstains from intellectual
ism for trivia." Like other reitterations of this point, the statement remains
totally unsubstanciated, Eyself, I would find it easier to apply the criticsm to
.lay Bradbury’s stories...
His fifth paragraph sums up, in the end, his own presentation.,

The sixth paragraph purports to rresent three rules. I can’t sort them out
from the gobbledegook. This is murky writing at its murkiest, and I refuse to
attempt clarification. Someone should tell Fickering about precise writing.

Skipping ahead to the ninth paragraph, we have Pickering characterizing Fran-
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cis T, Lane.y, of the 1943 period, as a fannish fan who snidely attacked Forrest
T. Ackerman.

This is lovely. At that time Laney was as sercon as they come® He wo3 >xb—
lishing TEE ACOLYTE, a thoroughly sercon fanzine. His FAPAzine, FANDANGO, was
similarly sercon, although it revealed a precise mind which did not suffer fools
gladly.
Ackerman, on the other hand, was a dismal example of the gung-ho, Fandom is
A Way Of Life, ultra-faaanish fan. he wrote nothing but trivia, scattered through
and through with execrable puns and Esperantoese. Despite the awe in which Pick
ering holds him, Ackerman at that time was the single worst example he could’ve
picked for his trivia-oriented fannish fan.

Pickering says Laney attacked Ackerman as a homosexual, "a fake-fan," and of
no use to science fiction. The last two are demonstrably true, but Laney did not
charge Ackerman with homosexuality. (That was a horse of another color). Laney did
say that Ackerman was obsessingly interested in his collection of pornographic
photos, a collection Ackerman made no secret of up to the time he .
disposed
of it, around 1960, when the Post Office hit him with an obscenity rap. And while
Ackerman may not be a homosexual, he is the only honorary (sic) member of the
Lesbian Daughters of Bilitus organization,

Pickering9s version of the demise of THE ACOLYTE is similarly distorted. His
claim that Laney "spoke with no thought as to what he was ’ trying to say,"
proves only that he never re ad any of Laney’s incisive articles. Laney’s writing,
on any topic, would furnish Pickering an excellent
. model for his own sad
attempts to express himself.

Paragraph ten opens with the sentence I have already quoted. It is meaning
less; Pickering obviously did not mean that the fan
in question "deplored" any resemblance between
Wood’s JOURNAL and QUANDRY. Nevertheless,
and Sam Moskowitz to the contrary notwith
standing, of the two fanzines QUANDRY
has survived far better than JOURNAL.
The writing was of a much superior
quality, regardless of the topics.
Ed Wood’s JOURNAL reflected many of
his own qualities: fascination for
science fiction, stuffiness, pedant
ry, and intollerance for a broader
approach to fandom-, QUANDRY often
dealt with science fiction — its
contributors were as often profess
ional contributors of the stuff as
not, but usually in a tangential
fashion. You can’t read old Q's
without being reminded of the stf
scene in the early fifties, but you
can treasure the columns by Walt Willis
without any reference to fandom outside
Q — a remarkable accomplishment„ Despite
its topicality, QUANDRY is one of the least
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dated fanzinea of its period.

In the following paragraph, Pickering drops this entire line of thought to
pursue what he believes to be the fannish fan’s intollerance towards " ’different’
moral credos” — or "mores,” to put it more succinctly.
If he is referring to the Boondoggle mess, I don’t think he'll £^1$ a hard
and fast line drawn between the sercon and fannish fans, but I would say
that if such a line were drawn, most of the sercon fans would be on the side of
intollerance. If he is not referring to that unhappy blot on recent fanhistory,
I think he'll have an even harder time proving his case. The fannish fans have
been
traditionally leas stuffy and more open minded than their sercon coun
terparts. In this, as in all attitudes, however, fandom in generally simply re
flects the currently fashionable attitudes of this country and western society,
and to single out fans for abuse on this account strikes me as singularly imappropriate.
The following two paragraphs simply compound the products of Pickering's
own ignorance. But the final paragraph is masterful.

"he can only reply," Pickering says stuffily, "»Kore often than not, nonstf publications are insults to the intelligence.8" He is speaking here with
his own euphemism for the "fannish" fanzine. Personally, I think his intelligence
needs additional insults. I will stake QUANDRY, HYPHEN, INNUENDO, VOID, A BAS, or
any of the other great fannish fanzines of the past or present against any serconzine Pickering cares to name, 'Jithout exception, these zines show a greater use of
wit and intelligence than I have yet discerned in Pickering's own sophomoric lec
tures to his betters.

Let me put this plainly: I regard Pickering's foregoing article as an insult
to my intelligence, and to yours. It is illogically constructed, full of hollow
generalizations without substanciation, gratuitous insults to his audience, and,
worst and most unforgivable fault, it is based upon abysmal ignorance cleverly
conceiled by the use of pompous and pointless quotations and references.

Every neofan when he enters
' fandom looks for a way he can
leave his mark upon fandom,
T‘ickeringt8 method strikes me as
obnoxious. Like others before him
(whose fannish lifespans have been
mercifully short), he has sought to
establish himself by two means: att
acking his betters, ans namedropping.
He is skillful at neither. His prose
style is convoluted almost beyond .
comprehension.
I point to Stephen E. Pickering as an
excellent example of exactly what fandom
needs least. In jroff, I offer his own ar
ticle as evidence against him.

Fandom's defense rests.
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— Ted Thite
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THE ADVERSARIES by Kent Moomaw
originally published by the ASDFGHJKLibrary, a division of QWERTIUIOPress
copyrighted 1959 by Ted E, White„

seventy-five numbered copies were published.

re-published 1966 by Andrew Porter, with the copyright owners permission,
this is a product of Doom Duplicator Service.

FORE’.-JARD:
Kent Moomaw died on October 13th, 1958, by his own hand. He had just turned eighteen,
he had been a fan for several years and was recognized to be among the leaders of the
then "new generation" of fans. His fanzine, ABERRATION, in three issues had become a
zine of real quality, and, had Kent’s plans worked out, would be now a leader in the
fanzine field. Unfortunately, Kent did not have the funds to produce the zine he
wanted to produce, and rather than compromise, he let it lie dormant,

Kent was a total-fan. Apparently most of his social-life was spent in only fannish
endevor, and for him fandom was indeed "a way of life." Kent wanted to improve fan
dom to his liking, and sought to do this by improving his own output. His hopes,
ambitions, and even his existence was tied up in fandom. And apparently the frustra
tion of his goals, his lack of funds, coupled with his Lack of interest in the world
beyond fandom, led to the feeling of hopelessness and uselessness which culminated
in his death.
Since then, many have eulogized him, mourned over this lost "premising talent", and
have even bickered over his death and its meaning. That is not my pubpose here.
During the period of July, August, and September of 1958, while he remained unable
to publish his fanzine, Kent occupied his time in writing a story which remained
unpublished at the time of his death, "The Adversaries." Greg Benford and I, two of
Kent’s closest friends, published it in VOID in two parts (issues 15 & 16), and it
there elicited many comments which serve to illuminate Kent’s way of writing, and the
story itself.
Basically, "The Adversaries" is a story; not an ellegory, satire, or over-long joke.
It is faanfiction: i.e., fiction about fans. And it is, within the confines of the
author’s conception of fandom-as-a-whole, the least biased of any faanfiction I have
ever read. Kent I'.oomaw had his likes and dislikes in fandom, his prejudices about
various aspects of fandom, just as we all do, but he did not push them; they do not
intrude.

The average piece of faanfiction usually is marred on some way by one or more of the
following defects: a) the author is usually trying to prove a point —perhaps that
fandom is a bunch of nonsense, perhaps that fandom is better than the outside world,
or maybe that fans are disagreeable people to know —in son;® way moralizing about
fandom; b) the piece suffers from the author’s lack of knowledge of a particular
facet of fandom —a convention scene, perhaps, described by a fan who has never att
ended a convention —which becomes a glaring error, or hole in the blanket of veri
similitude being woven; c) the story really doesn’t concern fans at all, but describes
scenes or situations foreign to fandom, in which fannish names are applied ?citer-
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skelter in an effort to make the story appealing for fans.
In "The Adversaries" Kent sided all these traps The story presents two person
alities of string will, ar opposite bent, person lities drawn in part from fandefcin-reality, and describes .at happens when they .set at a convention. There is,
in their meeting and the subsiquent conflict, a s rryo And this is what Kent jfrots.
He wrote it so adroitly that —de ending upon their positions and likes in. fandoe
—various readers have identified and felt sympathetic towards one
of
either of the Adversaries.
s’
Kent drew nearly everything in this story except the very story itself from Fandom
in-reality, as he observed it. Various readers have identified Harlan G. Olds as
both G.E.Carr and Marion Zimmer Bradley, yet she is really neither; she is a per
sonality created by Kent, drawn from both fannes, and very probably from others.
Likewise, Franklyn Ford —so named that Kent might draw upon the mythos already
built up around STELLAR’s "Franklin Hudson Ford" —is a character drawn from the
proto-types of the fictitious fanzine-reviewer-Ford, Richard Elsberry, F.T.Ianey,
myself, and probably a bit of Kent himself.

Their first meeting, Foard’s and Olds’? Various readers have cried, "That’s the
1957 Midwestcon!" while others have said, equally positively, "That’s the 1958
Southwestercon!" Kent had attended both.
This story was Kent’s last effort, and his finest, If a memorial is needed, I
HO THBOO
think "The Adversaries" best supplies one.
—Ted E. Mhite
"?bi!
publisher
h.-
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Fandom has changed a bit since 1958, and Kent made several allusions to thencurrent events and private jokes which nay be less than obvious today.
isd
‘ran em Lf.od isaia! no!
Kent was part of a fannish clique which included the VOID gang, back before I
was myself a member. Carter Little, like Franklyn Ford, was a pseudononymous
fanzine reviewer. While Ford wrote for STELLAR, Little wrote one column (the
original Wailing Wall, which I took over, "temporarily,” when I began publishing
VOID, while we hoped still another Carter Little column could be coaxed from the original source) for VOID before more or less gafiating as far as the genzine
field was concerned. He never published the Inst issue of A BAS, either... ‘•V'-’dsi
'<■
I'-. -i 9
For the most part, M.G.Olds, as the name implies, was modelled on G.F.Carr. GT
attended the 1957 » idwestcon and some fans expected sparks when she and I wist,
although we were by no means feuding. We had swapped some pithy Bailin’ comments
in FAPA, though, and I was surprised to find her a pleasant and reasonable woman. ©H
I was also surprised to find that she kept this aspect of her personality totally
removed from print, and the agreements we reached in personal conversation had no
influence on her published staterents thereafter. The waspish ftez reviews attrib
uted to F.rs. Cids, however, probably' stem from Kent’s own minor feud with Farion x
Bradley, He net her at the Southwestercon in 1958.
•-yw *tu ,v-m'scw -?ol qw slrfd ©.ilaw addojj
The room number 770 has been a legend since the Nolacon, where it was the sight
of the mist swinging parties, but the number 419 is more obscure. »’hen I was liv
ing in Baltimore, I was dating a girl who lived in an apartment shared by three ~
(cont, at end of story. )^-y

Though we had checked into 770 only an hour or so earlier, a number of people
had gathered, there already, and judging by the noise that spilled through the
half—open door into the corridor, a full-fledged mid—morning con party was go
ing on-inside, I stepped out of the elevator, walked down to the room, and looked
in,
'•Ah, the BNF deigns to honor us with his presence at our humble orgy,” said
someone I didn’t recognize, raising his bheer can in my direction* I smiled at
him uncertainly, and nodded hello to a couple of slightly familiar faces, people
I’d be looking up for long conversations later on in the weekend.
"I’m looking for Frank," I announced to the room at large. "Is he around?"

Greg Benford walked over, "He ducked out with Ted White a few minutes apo. WhatSs
up?"
"Come on, let’s go find Frank and I’ll..." I turned and collided suddenly with
someone just enterin’ the room. It turned out to be Frank himself, the very per
son for whom I’d been searching.
"Ghod, man, watch it!" he said in that surprising squeak of his. I’d corresponded
with him for over a year, but his letters had in no way prepared me for the short,
brash, crew-cut guy with the high-pitched voice who showed
up at my house the
day before the con. I was still a little agog. "Who’s inside?" he said, gesturing
at the door.
I waved my hand. "Nobody, Frank, nobody. But I’ve been looking all over for you!
Frank, guess who’s checking in downstairs!"
"Ah, come on, Kent, don’t play games. Who is it, Tucker?"
"Nah, we saw him here last night, remember? Seriously, man, who of all people is
the one we least expected to attend?"
"Christ, Kent, cut the riddles. C’mon, who is it? Walt Willis, Claude Degler?
Pete Vorzimer? Who in tell is it?"
I paused for effect, and then, speaking in my best Boris Karloff manner, I rumbled,
Olds." He looked stunned. I couldn’t blame him. I’d felt the same way when
Hon barker told me he’d seen her at the desk.
"I-.G0? kighod...that’s incredible." He shook his head. "She lives 1500 miles away
...in Arizona!" He cocked a quizzical eye up at me. "You must be kidding or some-thing."
"I swear to ghod! Parker saw her signing the register, and was curious, and looked
over her shoulder. Eiriam G. Olds! Come on, Ron’s finding out what room she’s in
for us. We’re going down and spring you on her. Man, this is going to make fannlsh
history!"
He stood there, seemingly incapable of believing any of what I’d told him. "liriam
G. Olds, r.ighod. Fantastic."
"Let’s go, Frank," said Benford. "This is going to be something!"
"AU right, all right, I’m as curious as you are. Lemme get some cigarettes firtn■
He went into 770 and I heard the same unknown guy who’d greeted me before gibing
precisely the same line to Frank. Evidentally he was already so crocked he cculdn’:
tell one fan from the other. And it was only 11:30 in the morning. Gad.
Greg paced up the hall a little way and back. "The meeting of FG Olds and Franklin
Ford. They’ll actually be in the same room! Kent, are you writing a con report? You
gotta write this up for posterity. Or maybe I will. ’.’here’s Frank? Let’s get down
there!"
"Heck, maybe it won’t come off." I y latent pessimism was showing through. I remem
bered a MidwestCon once where Ron Ellik had raved to me about a fight between Fave
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Kyle and someone that was definitely going to occur. It never did. Kyle’s antagon
ist never even showed up. Conventions are like that. "Maybe Parker was mistaken.
He seemed sure he’d seen her, but then he’s already had a couple of..."
Frank came out with a pack of cigarettes, stripping off the celephane. He was
smiling in an evil sort of way, like something out of my EC collection. "Okay, men,
we’re off." He stalked away, and although I’m a head taller than Frank, and have
correspondingly longer legs, I had to hustle to keep up with him. Greg was hard
put, too.
While we were waiting for the elevator, Frank turned to me and said, "I wonder if
she got the FAPA mailing before she left for the con. I mean, yours came day be
fore yesterday, and if she came by train or bus, she would’ve had to leave at least
a couple of days,ago. If she’s read my zine, this whole thing may wind up in a
bloody brawl!" He placed a hand on my shoulder in mock seriousness. "You'll actas
my second, of course. Kake certain I get a loaded zap-gun."
The doors opened before I could reply and we entered. "Kain floor," I said. "Ron’s
waiting for us at the desk. When I left to find you, he said he’d find out what
room they’d given her, and then we’ll all be able to go up and heckle her tog ther,
Prank, how did this whole feud get started, anyway? I only got into FAPA with the
summer mailing, y’know. She’s feuding with practically everyone, but why in such
particular earnest with you?"
He grinned. "We’ve been going at it so long, damned if I can remember. No, actually
it was like this: I was at a bheer bust a couple of years ago, before I’d even
gotten into FAPA, and Carter Little was putting out an eleventh hour thing to save
his membership, and had a bunch of us local club members writing things for the
mag. A real drunken oneshot session. 01’ Carter Little, wow, what a fakefan."*
"Yeah, yeah," muttered Benford. "Uhat about EGO?"

Frank turned and gave Greg one of his
fabulous man-you-are-bu ■’ging-me looks,
and then went on. "Yeah, well, like I said, I was pretty high. I’d seen lots of
MGO fanzines before, and her illogical reasoning and narrow-mindedness had always
crottled me, so when I wrote a review of a part of Carter’s mailing, I came across
this Olds mag. Ghod, what amess. The bigotry, the pomposity, and those cruddy poems
and old-maid type illos...she’s carried, I think, but they were still old-maid type
illos. I was really disgusted. I should have given the damned thing a’noted’, or
made some sort of subtle sarcastic remark, I suppose, but I was drunk and I went
into my feelings over the ma» in great detail, and called her a fugghead and a bigot
and quite a few other things besides. 1’aybe I would have done it more deftly and
smoothly if I hadn’t had all that liquor under my belt, but basically I’ve always
felt towards KGO just what I said in the review. I’ve never apologized and I never
will."
"She read that zine, then?" I ventured.
"She read it. I didn't join FAPA myself until a few mailings after, but I gather
she took what I said rather hard. She was all set for me when I got in, and ripped
my first zine to small shreds in her mailing review. Disagreed violently with pract
ically everything I said. I’m a jazz fan, y’know, and she pounced on that with phil
osophy, theology, TAFF, censorship...ghod, what an old bat! WE’ve argued everything
from sex to the N3F!"
"As far as I can see, you’ve done nothing but call each other names ever since I
joined, Frank," I said. "You’d better hope to ghod she hadn’t read your FAPAzine
before she left for the con. That ’Why I Kate KG Olds' article was pretty raw."
"Bull," he snorted. "Y’know, I’m glad she’s here. I’m gonna find out
what makes that
old woman tick, for once and for all!"
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He was still chuckling when the doors opened. I saw Ron Parker across the lobby
and we began walking in his direction. "Ron! I got Frank! Where is she?”
Parker trotted over to us and chortled. ''Wow, Frank, isn’t this a gas? KGO c? .?
in with an old guy, her husband, I guess, about twenty minutes ago. I heard the
clerk tell the belli.op to take their bags up to 419. She’s probably up there
right now. What8re you two gonna do, Indian wrestle?"
"What a diegusting idea," said Frank, lighting a cigarette. "No, I figure we’ll
just go up there, knock on her door, and one of you can introduce me. Then we'll
just lay back and
see what she does, come at me with a knife, faint, or
what. Let her put her foot in her goddamn mouth. She does it in print often
enough«”
“Ron isn’t in FAPA," I said.
"No," Parker replied, "but I’ve heard rumors of the feud. This is really going
to be a great convention!”
"What are we standing around for?" said Benford. "Let’s go on up, Frank!"
"Sure, let’s go." He strode off, and the rest of us scampered along behind.
As I mentioned before, I’d oeen corresponding with Franklin Hudson Ford for more
than a year. '.»e’d both cone into fandom at about the same time, both lived ih
cities with active clubs, and both published fanzines* His EN GARDE was at thattime a very highly rated ftez, despite the fact that he brought it out no often::?
than three or four times a year. He’d associated with fans and read a great
many fanzines before he himself began publishing, and that experience, coupled
with a natural talent, enabled him to make his mag a Top Ten choice fre the
start.
After meeting him, I could see the correlations between his true personality
and the one which came through in his writings He could be as faanish as hell
when he felt like it, and most of his contacts in fandom were faanish types, as
opposed to, say, the Boggs type or the Indiana anti-fans, but he vras also a deep
and serious person when the mood struck him.
EN GARDE, like Frank, was a curious mixture of Faanish and serconishness. It
carried fiction —good fiction, not the usual neozine crud —-and serious artic
les just as often as it did satire, wierd things like that Dave ftike essay, etc.
I myself thought the mag was slightly terrific, and since it appealed to both
sides in fandom, Frank would probably have been one of the most popular fans
around if he hadn’t also been one of the most controversial.

I don’t think I need go into great detail. You must remember his fanzine review
column in STELLAR, wherein he said exactly what he thought of inferior mags that
came in, panned hell out of a few of the fanzines that were then in widespread
favor, and generally acted the part of the Caustic Critic to the hilt. Kost of
acti-fandom ate his stuff up; it was a pleasure to see the crudsines and the
neozines and all the junk that had been passed over in Rog Phillips type "reviews" getting the scathing they deserved. But lots of others didn’t like the
column, or Frank. Not only editors of mags he’d roasted —remember Johny Holle
man's infantile rebuttal in TWIG after Frank disposed of QUIRK? --but other
fans besdies. They condemned him in a body. Man, STELLAR’s letter colur >i really
jumped in those days.
The review column wasn't all, either. Frank was a prolific letter hack too, and
he treated fanzines in his comments to the editors just as he did in his reviews,
If he liked the zine, if he thought it showed promise, he supported it to the
hilt, offering ideas, contributing, mentioning the mag in his letters to othar
fans, and so forth. But if he found that indefinable spark of talent missing in
the mag, which any seasoned observer can usually discern, if it exists, with one
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reading, he said so. In these instances he offered suggestions, but to do sc he
had to state in plain terms just what he felt was wrong with the fmz, and to many
people, his comn.ents in this vein were just plain destructive criticism.

In almost every case, the zines he thought promising came along. The ethers
usually flopped. His percentage in this respect was fantastically high, if I’m
any judge.
But since the number of new fanzines that really make it is always small, Frank
made a number of bitter enemies. A whole new generation of fans grew up hating
the very guts of Franklin H. Ford.
The fringe-fans, of course, felt much the same. When Howard DeVore ran for TAFF
and came in just a few votes behind Terry Carr, Frank was appalled. His editor
ial in EN GARDE on fringers and their place in TAFF was a classic, and most of
us applauded it soundly. We’d all supported Terry, official editor of FAPA at
that time and furiously active in both the apae and in general fandom, and were
aghast at the closeness of the race when the final tallies were made.
I any of us felt just as strongly about the matter as Frank did, but the differ
ence was that he was compelled to say something about it, while the rest of us
confined our grotchings to letters and
private conversation for the most
part.
DeVore and his contingent were justifiably angry, and Howard went as far as to
threaten to punch Frank in the nose if he ever met him in person. For a time the
very name Franklin Ford was looked upon as a bad word in NJF and SAPS.
People now tend to remember Frank only as a critic. Actually, while all the con
troversy was raging, Frank was a frequent contributor to a number of fanmags, and
wrote some really fine stuff. His takeoffs on prozine stories are among the fin
est ever done, I think, and his column of opinions on timely fannish subjects
that appeared in the monthly John Hitchcock began after he folded UHBRA and got
married was just Too l.uch.
Franklin Hudson Ford was afflicted with one great obsession: a desire to weed
out and eliminate the inferior, the shoddy, the crass, the second-rate,,
During his early fanning, this sense led him to express himself rather crudely;
I’ve seen since the original Carter Little FAPAzine in which Frank cut MJ Olds
low, and even I must admit that it is pretty savage. But at the time of the con
vention, his writing prowess had so improved that he could wield a stilleto with
the best of them. He was still criticising, but he was doing it so damned skill
fully that even Boyd Raeburn admitted at one time that he’d met his master.

This, then, was the fellow who led us upstairs. He’d written me two weeks before
the con (which the local club was staging —but you didn’t catch me on any con
committee!) saying that he was coming out by bus, and asking if it would be all
right for him to bunk at my house for a couple of days before the convention got
under way. I’d just graduated high school that summer, and since Dad was out of
town on business, we had plenty of room. I invited him to come right to the
house as soon as he arrived, and told him that perhaps ire could rent a room to
gether at the hotel once the con started so as to eliminate shuttling back and
forth to and from my house over the three-day weekend, He agreed, and I sat back
to await his coming.
After over a year of reading his fanzine, receiving his letters, and being per
sonally embroiled in the battle he waged with the neos and fringers, I suppose
I’d formed something of a mental picture of Franklin Ford. I saw him, tall and
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lean- I knew he was a college sophomore, and I. pictured him with dark horn-rims
and a pipe and an intense, DostoevsldLan look, I’d seen his articles on Proust
and William Faulkner in DASH, and despite the large quantity of fannish materiel
he turned out, I’d always regarded him as very much the stereotyped intellectual.
This image was totally shattered when he arrived at Chase Avenue, fresh off the
Greyhound.
He was short, for chrissake. Five-five or six at the most. He had a round, boy
ish face topped by a brush of light brown hair, and wore flashy clothes, ho
glasses at all. He smoked, not a pipe, but cigarettes, one after another, and
his voice was not the well-modulated rumble I’d come to anticipate, but a fairly
high, almost adolescent squeak. I was shocked.
Once we began talking, though, I realized that here indeed was the fan behind EN
GARDE and the STELLAR column. He was a fascinating guy, in short: restless, full
of nervous energy, off-be.t in his aptness to discuss Albert Camus or Colin Wil
son as FAPA gossip or other fanstuff. I found him brash, but not overly so, prone
to an occasional obscenity (which bothered me around the house only because my
mother was around), but capable of turning on the rn.ast polished manners imagin
able when the need arose, willing to carry on a vapid conversation with my moth
er at the supper table out of sheer graciousness.
I liked him a lot.
I came in on the tail-end of the FAPA feud between Frank and MG Olds, but I can
imagine how it went, knowing both Frank and Mrs. Olds. Miriam Olds is ibout 40,
and a semi-pro writer.. .that is, she’s sold a half dozen stories, none particu
larly outstanding.
She’s intelligent, but incredibly narrow-minded, almost to
the point of bigotry. Things like that —a smart person who refuses to examine
both sides of a question —make Frank furious.
MG Olds probably began arguing in her fantastic sans-logic manner with Frank
out of sheer spite, having been aginst him in every way ever since the unfortunate
bit of his in Carter Little’s mag. Frank loves to argue, and no doubt entered in
to itwith gusto, but when he saw how futile it was to attempt rational discussion
with her, how she twisted what he said to ridicule him and serve her ends, distor
ting his expressed opinions, ignoring those which were most important to concen
trate on side issues...well, it probably croggled him for good.
From there on out it was strictly hammer and tongs.
By the time I entered FAPA the feud had reach d gorrible proportions. It was,
frankly, becoming disgusting to those of us sitting on the side-lines, observing.
Imagine tlat battle between Dave Mason and George
- Wetzel that /ent on in
WENDIGO some years back, then magnify it two or three times in intensify, and you
have at least some idea of how far it had gone.
All of us felt that if the two ever came face to face, it would have to end with
a visit from the riot squad. Too much had gone before for them to have ever re
conciled their differences.

But when Frank arrived at my house, two days before the con, none of us expected
to see KG Olds at all. She came up in conversation only once or twice. Usually I
would bring her up, and Frank would snort and mutter a curse.

I had packed a bag the previous afternoon and together we’d conquered the confus
ing public transportation system of the city and made it to the hotel. We fell
into the company of fans who’d already arrived almost immediately, and po.i’tied
with them on the eve of the con until quite late. We slept on the floor of some
one's room —the Berkeley group's, I believe —until ten th« next morning, and
then, with Frank, I went down stairs and got us a room-
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checked into the hotel officially, and prepared ourselves for a
end of fannish kicks.
And then came MG Olds.

long week

By the time we reached the fourth floor, our little group had collected a num
ber of hangers-on. Some I knew, some I didn’t. Most of the fans we’d been with
the night before were still in bed, and some of the people we especially ’-ranted
to meet hadn’t yet put in an appearance. A few neo’s, undoubtedly up since the
crack of dawn for fear they’d miss something, recognized Frank from the photo
cover on the last issue of EN GARDE and joined our party in the hopes of getting
into the Inner Circle. I think Randy Brown was there, and John Champion, and Greg,
and Ron, and maybe one or two others. In any case, there were seme six or eight
fans with us when we came to a halt outside 419.
For a moment, we all sort ot looked at each other. Ron grinned and knocked twice.
A woman’s voice said, “Yes? ’.'ho is it?”
Ron looked around at us. I shrugged.
"Some fans, Mrs. Cids," he replied. "Are you busy?”
The door opened suddenly, and there she was. Fortyish; a face not yet resigned
to wrinkles but evidently giving the matter some thought, rather jowly but not
unusually so. Her haid had once been golden blonde, it seemed to me; now it was
merely a pleasant mousy brown. She wore glasses, the kind with plastic rims
that have little imitation rhinestones in them. A conservative dress.
She smiled and waved at the room behind her. "I just, arrived, With my husband,
that is. My, you boys certainly got to me quickly. Come in, won’t you?"
Frank, Ron, and Greg walked in, but I lagged behind for a moment to inform the
neo’s that there wasn’t room for everyone inside, and that we had something im
portant to discuss with Mrs. Olds. They sneered and clomped off down the hall.
Randy, John, and I followedthe rest inside. As I closed the door, I found every
one quiet. Ron said, “It’s no good, Kent. She recognizes Frank, too."
Mrs. Olds laughed, a nice, warm sort of laugh. "Of course. I get EN GARDE the
same as the rest of you." She looked slyly at Frank. "I think he sends me copies
just to annoy me." No malice, no sarcasm. It was just a kind of opening gambit.
"Yeah, I’m always interested in your reactions to my writings, Mrs. Olds," Frank
said. I sat there thinking of the names that had been called, the insults hurled,
’./ere they justfencing, awaiting an opportunity to lunge, or could it be that
they might actually get along with one another?
There was an awkward silence, and then I sais, "Uh, did you get the new FAPA
mailing before you left Arizona, Mrs. Olds?" I didn’t know what Frank would do
if she had, but I had to ask the question and get it out of my system.

"No, I didn’t...uh..."
"Kent Moomaw"
"Ch yes, of course. How are you?"
"Fine, Mrs. Olds." There was a brief interlude while she got the names of the
other fans in the room, and shook hands with each of them, neanring,
"Well," she daid, "you see, I left home three days ago wi£h Robert, and we’vo h
been riding busses ever since. Is the mailing out? I didn t think Ron Ellik would
be this efficient as OE."
**
nIt’s out." I didn't bring up Frank’s article, and nobody else in the room knew
of it but him and me. "I enjoyed your mag very much," I said, as an excuse for
having asked about the mailing in the first place.
Ron said, "You’re one person we never expected to see at this convention. When
did you decide to come?"
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”As a matter of act* not until about a week ago. Bob didn’t expect to get his
vacation at the plant until next spring, but there was asudden niixup of some
sort and he was forced to take it now or not at all. It came as quite a surprise
to me; I never expected to be here myself! This is my very first convention, by
the way. Bob’s downstairs cn something or other. He isn’t a fan, but I’m sure
you’ll enjoy meeting him."
Afe all mumbled something about yes, we would. There was another uncomfortable
break in the conversation. Je’d walked in prepared for the worst, and now that
Frank and MG had seen each other and nothing was happening, we didn’t know ex
actly what to do next.

Mrs. Olds was no dummy. I think she sensed our confusion, and looked ever at Frank
agin.
'•I suppose you’re all amazed that I didn’t pull or a gun and short Franklin as
soon as he walked through the door."
’••e laughed politely, but she had been closer to the truth with that remark than
she ever knew.
She smiled. I was beginning to like that smile very much. "No, no, you boys have
misjudged me. I like to argue as well as anyone, and Franklin and I have cer
tainly had some doosies. But I ceetainly don’t see why we should spoil this con
vention for ourselves by continuing our disagrees ts through the weekend, though.
I came here to have a good time. ’.Jhat about you, F.-anklin?"
"Suits me,” he said. I looked over at him. He was smiling too. Nighod, "v.’e’d tettir
agree not to discuss politics or religion or anyth ng too controversial, though,
Mrs. Olds. Don’t you think?"
"Perhaps that would be best, Franklin. You hold some peculair views along those
lines, don’t you?"
I cringed. Tension permeated the air for a second.
"Your views seem quite peculiar to me, Mrs. Olds, as you must be aw?re.
"Yes indeed. I certainly am." We laughed again. "But we’d better keep off this line
of tulk if we don’t want to begin scrapping. I don’t think my husband wcjzld
appreciate your beating up his only wife. At least I think I’m the only one..."

And on it went.
chatted lightly with Mrs. Olds until her husband returned,
about ten minutes later, and met him. They seemed like xtremely nice people,
and I found it difficult to conceive of this warm, friendly woman sitting behind
a typewriter, turning out the material that had filled MARGO and FR3BELE, end
all the other NG Olds fansines FAPA had seen during the past five
years...
long before any of the rest of us had even heard of science fiction, much less
fandom.
b’e left to allow thejft time to unpack and settle themselves, promising to see
both of them later in the day. At the door, Mrs. Olds shook our hands again,
Frank included, and said she had been very find to meet all of us and looked for
ward to seeing us later.

We stood outside the door for nearly a full minute after she closed it, even
more stunned than ever before.
"That was incredible," I managed after a time.
"Ghod," said Benford.
"Frank," said don, "I can’t believe it."
"Hell, what’re you so dumbfounded about? Did you actually expect her to throttle
me with her bare hands?"
He was trying to pass off lightly what had happened, but I could tell that it
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had amazed him as much as the rest of us. It seemed impossible that her personal
ities, ’paper and real, could be so far removed.
"To be truthful, yes," I replied.
Frank smiled wryly. "So did I, Kent, so did I."

I saw little of frank during the rest of the day. We were both anxious to meet
ana talk to as many different people as possible, and aside from interludes in
which we happened to wind up in the same room, our quests carried us to differ—
ent parts of the hotel.
That evening, I walked out of the evening session just before a re-re-showinv
of "The Day The Earth Stood Still" and went down to 770 to see if anythin.* was
happenin’ there,
I found the door open and the last remnants of a party inside: a half dozen
empty glasses at various places, a couple of full ashtrays, and three fans en
gaged in an intense game of gin rummy on the bed. One of’them was rich brown,
and I asked him what the hell had been happening.

"Ford had a party going here an hour or so ago, but it broke up. He’s drunk as
a skunk. Everybody began excusing himself about the time he began getting ob
noxious." He gestured at a bottle of -jin on the nightstand,
two-thirds emp
ty, "A good part of that is inside ol8 FHF right now."
"Y8know where he went?" I asked.
"Fell, yes, he made it plain enough. He said he was going to find MG Olds, and
'iron out their difficulties’ or something. Talk things over with her, he said.
Are they feuding or something?"
"Yeah," I muttered, "Something like that. He said he was going down to 419?"
"That her room? I guess so. What’s going on upstairs?"
nothing much. Look, rich, if frank comes back here, tell him to wait around
for me, eh?"
"Sure, Kent. Gin, Fleischman."

I was outside, heading for the elevator, before Harty Fleischman could rejbly.
I knew that Frank, drunk oh sober, could take care of himself, and that I really
had no business nosing in, but I couldn’t shake the feeling that with l-’G Olds
and Frank together and Frank high, there might be trouble. I waited impatiently
for the elevatoro
hen I got to 419, I found Greg Benford standing just outside the door. There
were loud voices inside, '"..'hat in hell’s going on in there?" I asked.
"franklin Ford and Hrs. Olds. I came down here with him from a party he held in
770. He was raving about how he was gonna talk things over with her ’in a sensible
manner' or something like that. He’s really stewed, and they’re arguing to beat
hell now."
"' hat are you standing out here for?"
"Heck, I told him to take it easy, and he practically threw me out- The old girl
tried to keep the peace for a while, but after a while she began going at him in
earnest, as if that false front she put un this morning was stretched to the
breaking point."
£ a -.wo J
"Where’s Nr. Cids?"
hu'
a
"Up watching the movie, I imagine. What’ll we do?"
"Let’s go in and break this thing up."
I pushed the door open cautiously and found them there, Frank wobbling on a chair,
talking rapidly, and firs. Cids seated on the edge of the bed, evidentallv ouite
disturbed.
r* r-

"-..-stand, MG. The thing Is this: when you give a group like that the power to
determine.,.oh, hi, Kent, '..'e're jus’ having a friendly li'l discussion."
he was grinning at me sloppily.
"Frank, don’t you think you ought to get some air? Let’s go back to the room,
or up to the movie, or somewhere."
he waved his hand and shhok his head. "Nuts. Now, irs. Glds, as I was aying..."
She wasn’t drunk or anyhting, ghod knows, but she seemed to be just as deeply
involved
in the wrangling over censorship as he was.
"Franklin, ^vu’re not looking at this thing objectively at all. vou’re inteJlignet. You’re able to take care of yourself. But you must remember that there are
some people who simply mist be protected from the sort of thing you’re..."
"I rs. Olds," I interrupted. ’’Frank’s drunk. I’m sure you’ll be able to finish
this up tomorrow..."
"Shut up!" he snarled at me suddenly. "Kind your own business, willya? Mrs. Olds,
I can't put it strongly enough that..."
"No, no, you're all confused. I think this pseudo-liberalism of yours is just a
front. Deep down you know I’m talking sense, but you’ve been so brainwashed by
all the left-wing propaganda you young men receive that you can't think straight
anymore. Franklin, don’t you recognize a communist environment when you..."

They went on like this for five minutes or so, getting steadily stronger in their
arguments, more heated in their rebuttals. Greg and I stood ther watching them,
unable to act, unnoticed by these adversaries as they warmed to the combat.
At last, F.G Olds, her face flushed, leaped to her feet and cried, "Franklin,
you’re a hopeless ignoramus!"
And Frank, in his stupor, got to his feet and said in bn equally loud voice "And
you, Mrs. Olds, are nothing but a goddamn fugghead!"

"What was that?"
The voice had come from behind me. I turned. Greg had left the door open, and
standing there framed in it, scowling at Frank, was Robert Olds,.
He was wearing a baggy grey suit, with an open-necked sport shirt exposing his
prominent breastbone, which was in keeping with hhe rest of
his tall, lean frame. His steel-rimed glasses were pushed forward ;n his nose,
and his sparse grey-brown hair appeared ruffled, I cannot, even now, say for
certain whether or not he was drunk too.
I winced as he came into the room.
"I said what did you call my wife?" he shouted, grabbing Frank by the arm. "Ansv ; •
me, boy!"
"G’evening, l'r. Olds. Your wife and I were jus’ having a friendly li’l..." I doutt
if he even knew what was going on at that point.
"Shut up, you punk! I heard that word! I don’t care who you are, you can’t say
things like that and get away with it!"
It was obvious that Mr. Olds had misunderstood Frank. I sterred over and said,
"look, there’s been a mistake, I r. Olds. Frank merely said..."
"I heard what he said!" The man was livid with rage, which he seemed to extend
towards all of us. lie frightened me; I thought he might have a heart attack or
sonetl ing. The cords stood out in his neck, and his face was a brilliant red..
Before I could react, he readied out and backhanded Frank across the face. His
ring gouged into the flesh of rrank’s cheek, and a tiny streak of blood appeared.
1 stood paralyzed, unbelieving,
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1 e pushed frank towards ire, and before Frank coul I try to hit Olds, I grabbed
his arm and hustled him over to the door,
"There was'no reason for that," I seethed. "I could get the house dick up here
for that!"
"ieah? Try it, sonny, just try it. I’m sure he’d agree that a drunken snot can’t
go around shooting off his dirty mouth at a respectable woman and get away with
it. Yeah, let’s get that house dick up here!”
I visualized explaining the word "fugghead" to a complete stranger for a second,
and then I iriam Olds spoke for the first time. "Bob, you really don’t...?"
"Keep out of this, 1 iriam. I’ve always stood for your engaging in this stupid
hobby if you wanted to, and I even agreed to
use my vacation so you could
come out here and meet these people, but when some fresh young snot hardly out
of short pants comes around with his foul mouth—"

Greg took Frank’s other arm and we backed him out $rhe ’door. I inumbled a couple
of obscene phrases addressed towards Mr. Olds, but not so he could hear them.
There was nothing we could do, but I had to say something. I could see Frank’s
face as the larger man’s hand sliced across his nose, and the blood, and most
oi all the look of utter surprise in Frank’s eyes when he was hit.
”1 hope you’re real proud, Mr. Olds. You’re a great big man, beating up a guy
six incies shorter’n you and who’s so blind drunk he can’t even fight back. That
Mint takes guts, Mister Olds!"
"GET OUT £!" he screamed.
l.e alamned the door so hard in our faces that I had to jump back.
The last thing I saw inside was Miriam Cids.
She was standing behind her husband, her hands notted together.

1 think she was crying.

+ + + + + + + +■+ + + ■++ + +

I'm not going to end this like a Marion Zimmer Bradley story or anything, and
tell you that both ’ iriam Olds and Franklin Ford gafiated after this incident
ar.d were never heard from again. It didn’t happen that way at all.
•rank and MG stayed on in FAPA for some time; they both stayed on at the con
vention, too. Mr. Olds, though, didn’t venture out of his room until he and
his wife were ready to check out, which was just as well.

I saw 'iriam Olds and Frank within twenty feet of eacfl other only once more dur
ing that weekend, and they made no hotice of seeing each other.
I didn’t mention the incident to anyone, and I don’t think Greg did either. It
was such a disgusting affair that I think we all
preferred just to forget it. I’m really glad that Robert Olds wasn’t around
though. I don’t know what we’d have done.
u course, Frank is now a pro writer. He dropped out of FAPA recently due to
lack of time, and has been selling regularly for the past year. I see him at
cons once or twice a year, and he’s the same weird guy.
. iriar: Qlds is still in FAPA, and argues as much as ever with the other members.
. in that time between the con and Frank’s resignation the Olds-Ford feud was
never continued.
■ ey never even mentioned one another’s mags in their mailing reviews. Not once.

t well.. La vie en fandom, and all like that.

-Kent l oomaw, 195B
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(SH€ LL)----- Fflnzines
Trumpet £ (Tom Reamy, 1709 Debbie Drive, Plano, Texas, 75074) is out, in fact has
been out many months now, and has improved over the pervious two issues. Repro in
this issue has reverted to all photo-offset black, and Tom is still using excell
ent varityping throughout. Layout and repro are tops, and the artwork is of high
quality also. George Barr, Alex Eisenstein and Ray Gelson all have top Quality
work between the covers. Eowver, the contents aren’t of such high quality. Ray
Bradbury’s The iandemonium Theatre Company Arrives has appeared too nuny places
before 1 saw it in this issue for me to feel joy at seeing it again. I also have
no Teat love for reviews of movies, horror or otherwise. The Broken Blade, old
fansine reviews by Kent Toomaw, were of unusual interest to me; I enjoyed seeing
i en Leale get egoboo eight years deferred when he read this ussue. The Bohemian
ory, oalvarzan of the Ayes, and the lettercolumn leave much to be desired. The
major trouble with TRUTPET is that while repro and artwork are generally the best
ve ever seen in a fanzine, the material is mediocre or at the best only good.
+ ++ ++ + + + +S- +

■Ieq.mlwprt 4 (Greg Shaw, 2545 Lexington L’ay, San Bruno, California, 94066) is evi
dently the product of a member of apa L. That is, it has short articles, one page
contributions, and an annoying habit of having no unity of production. Eimeography
is fair, but the contents are rather poor., The lettercolumn is placed at the middle
section of the fanzine, and you have to wade through a dozen or so pporly edited
letters in order to reach the second half of the contents. The articles and
reviews are also scattered through with dozens of small, poorly done drawings which
detract further from any attempt to read the contents. Some of the art is electrostenciled when it could have easily been copied directly onto the stencil.(Shade3
of free .tadical!) Stephen Barr contributes an unintersting and poorly written
column, and the rest of the void is filled with weak and unedited hook reviews by
several different persons. I found the only interesting items in this issue to be
twn poems with opposing views of the going of the Elvenlords from fiddle Earth.
ersonally, I think Greg Shaw would do better to stick to Tolkein, where he is
certainly more adept in judgement and writing.

£ (!2aX£. Bulan,. Box 422, Tarzana, Calif., 91356) is a new venture on the
fannish scene by an old familiar face from apa L. Dave got tired of the weekly
grind, ana has decided to get back into the bi-monthly grind with this genzine.
•’» appearance this is a handsome fanzine indeed:, well-reproduced, attractively
ayed-out, with well-stenciled ATom cartoons throughout. The contents live up to
the package, too. Ron Ellik, Ed Cox (the co-editor), and Bob Coulson all contrit..te well written, interesting articles and columns, 7ith the calm, easy fannish
atmosphere tha this Los Angeles-based zine has, I look forward to its going a
long way.
+ + + + + + + + + + +

ncimpelephantocamelos 2 (Fred hollander, Lloyd House, Caltech, Pasadena, Cal.,
dis what is commonly known as a neo-crud-zine. Well, not exactly a crudzine,
but pretty close to it. Fred has drawn on the experience he has gained in apa L
to produce this thing, and I’m afraid he needs lots more experience (judging from
t. apa 1 zine, I*d say he needs lots more experience there, too). Like several
-Jnes before this, Fred (a student at a technical college) has drawn pretty
avlly on technical articles and the like to fill this thing. Dow, I personally

’
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have nothing against technical articles — as long as they don’t a-pear in a fan
zine. Unfortunately for me, this fanzi.ie contains several such items.
Artwork is spotty; several good fillos Lave been ruined by poor stenciling,
and the mimeography is spotty and not as well done as it could be. This fanzine
suffers from the editor’s not having enough experience, both in putting together
a large-sized fanzine and in his inability to edit the material into a concise
*roup of articles. Given time, Fred Hollander may have something. Or he may go
back to the morass of fannishneoisms that exist in apa L.
+ -+• + + + + + + + + +
Launderings J. (Rich Hann, 249B So» Nevada, Grand Forks AFB, Grand Forks, N.D.)
was the first genzine effort of Rich Fann, Rich sent it to Redd Boggs, where it
gathered dust for more than a year. Several months ago Boggs rediscovered the st
stencils and mailed them to Bruce Pelz, who ran them off. This is an interesting
item: it was the first genzine effort, and yet it ended up being the 100th public
cation of Rich’s. The difference between Rich Fann August 64 and Rich Fann Jan 66
is sonething to behold. Even at that early date Rich had layout down to a free
and easy art, with good reproduction, firm stenciling of artwork, and the ability
to edit decisively, If this fanzine were to be published agiin, I would say that
it could be the best fanzine etninating from the midwest. But Rich’s future is
hazy, at this time, and I don’t think there will be another issue. Rich dropped
out of apa L, and h- s now dropped out of college as well. If he survives the long
dusk into wt ich he is headed, he will be a name to be eagerly awaited in faimish
circles. It’s a shame this is a first and last issue; this zine might have gone far.
+++++++++++
iujp 2 (Len calles, ieiber Hall, UCLA, L.A., Calif., 90024 & Arnie Katz, UB Apts.,
-479b, Allenhurst Road, Eggertsville, NY, 14226) is a fine fannish fanzine in the
great tradition of
Void. In fact, it makes a great thing of being the
fannish succesor of Void, which may not be a Good Thing. Quip is a fine fanzine,
nonetheless, with good repro, fair stenciling of artwork, and a moderately-well
layed out contents (Last issue, with layout by Arnie Katz, suffered accordingly),
loss Chamberlain contributed a fine, fannish offset cover in the great Void trad
ition (see above for consne..ts). Arnie Katz has a free-flowing editorial in which
he mentions my name 7 or so times. It is the best part of the fanzine. Over.one
third of this fanzine consists of reprints from earlier fanzines and from apa L.
I don’t think that Arnie can keep calling Algol a ’’reprint fanzine" if he keeps
this up. Ed Cox gives an interesting and nostalgic glance at the Fanecient, and
Ted White has perhaps the most interesting material of all, a fanzine review col
umn where he praises where praise is best and slashes at a few overblown egos I
like this fanzine; it has personality, and several of the qualities that make a
fine fannish fanzine out of any genzine,
+ + + + + + + + + + ■+■
Recieved and appreciated:
Zingaro 6 (Hark Irwin, 1?47 Elmwood Drive, Highland Park, Illinois, 60035)
Thia is a rather poor apazine, with most features by the editor. Not worth 250.
The Invader 10 (Joe Staton, 469 Ennis Street, Filan, Tenn., 38358) Thia SFPA zine
is well written and well illustrated by this editor/artist. Reproduction, layout,
and editing are all within this fans abilities. Dave Hulan also has a very fine
article on optics and fandom
Collectors Bulletin 74 (Ned Brooks, 911 Briarfield Road, Newport News, Va.?, 23605)
Gf interest chiefly to completist collectors of magazines, books, paperbound.
estercon One-shot (Dwain Kaiser) Of interest chiefly to those who don’t remember
that they contributed. Issued a good many months after the !'esterCon, unfortunately.
A spidistra 10 (Riccardo Leveghi, Via Grazioli, 85, Trento, Italy) In Italian, but
it looks interesting. Very interesting, different cover.

Harry darner, Jr.
423 Summit Avenue
Hagerstown, Ed., 21740

I had hoped to apologize in person to you for ray delay in commenting on the tenth Algol, but I didn’t
learn the exact place and date of the Phillycon until
it was too late to try to switch working schedules.

Genzines dying? I hadn’t thought of that calamity. Since you mention it, I
do have the feeling that they aren't arriving here quite as frequently as they
did a couple of years ago. But that might be due to ray disappearance from the
mailing lists of some fans who were on the opposite side of the Breen and Martin
fusses. Then there is the possibility that an overseas Worldcon exerts a baleful
influence on fanzine publishing in general during the year in which it happens.
I don t mean to claim that a large number of fans consciously stop publishing
fanzines so they’ll have more money for the trip, but there may be a subconscious
urge to economize that slows down the output. With all the glossing and check
listing in progress these days, it’s strange that nobody performs the quite easy
task of keeping count on how many issues of how many fanzine titles appear each
year. Tucker kept that tally for quite a long time, providing instructive compar
isons and letting fans know how close they were coming to being completist coll
ectors {{Well, Harry, why don't you do it? If you do, I'll print the thing, or
maybe Coulson would...))
Ted ’.Jhite’s troubles on the Pennsylvania and Hew Jersey Turnpikes are symp
toms of my sudden reluctance to drive on the things. I've been waiting anxiously
for years for the extensions of those interstate highways through this section,
because of the mortal peril involved in venturing on the existing roads. (One
five-mile section of Route 40 over the first mountain west of Hagerstown has
cost 19 lives in the past two years.) But I’ve already had enough trouble with
drivers who bluff their way into traffic from acceleration lanes and those who
straddle the center line, and now I’m looking forward to the day when the inter
state highways will ie completed and I’ll be able to retreat to the safer narrow
roads which will have lost most traffic to the modern roads.
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If Dick Lupoff’s eyes hold out, you’ll continue to have the bext book re
view column in any fanzine. I get the strangest impression that he has set cut
to read every known science fiction novel between hardcovers and will have
attained his goal in another couple of months.

This was the second time I’ve enjoyed Bill Blackbeard5s article, t/hy in
the world haven’t prozine collectors and writers of nostalgia and other such
creatures adopted the standard and accepted terms to refer to magazine sizes?
Instead of the clumsy and ambiguous references to standard pulp size and large
pulp size and so forth, which confuse new fans, we could join the rest of the
lit’rary universe and write about quarto and octavo publications, which are close
enoggh to those old pulp magazines to serve. I’m a little hazy about the exact
size of duodecimo publications, but maybe that term would fit for the size we
usually call digest size.

The Golden Halls Of Mirth is splendid, even though halfway through it I
suddenly acquired that uncomfortable feeling that I've never read the famous
Heinlein story but had simply read so much about it that I’d gotten the fempress
ion I’d read it. I still don’t know if I’ve read the Heinlein story but I doubt
whether it would have as much emotional value for me as this translation of it
into fannish.
The artwork is superb, all the way through, but the ATom fullpager at the
end is a real stunner. I wonder if he has aaopted these new non-representational
influences in his artwork just since his trip to the United States, or is it all
my imagination that that adventure changed his style, Whatever happened, there s
a new depth and sense of outreness to recent ATom work that didn’t use to exist..
Yrs., &c., Harry arner, Jr.
44That’s a curfeius effect you mention, Harry. As a matter of fact, the drawing th
you liked so much was done several years ago. I got it from Andy Main who got it
from Terry Carr. When I pit it on master, I cut several of the objects from it h<
cause of lack of room on the page; perhaps that’s why Terry hadn(t used it in so
long a time. And that’s art Lessons for this issue...}}
Greg Benford
Seahorse Inn, apt. 141
526 Grand Avenue
Del Mar, Calif., 92014

ji/in/inruirinji

For all these pages, one feel that there should be
more here to remember, after reading. But I enjoyed
Angol 44sic}} anyway, even if it did seem a bit un
even and watered-down in texture.

Perhaps one reason genzines aren’t as nearly plentiful and excellent today
is that the egoboo quotient of fans has lowered. There seems to be a whole
group of fans, almost all relatively new, who get a kick out of seeing x number
of pages with their names on them. (-(Dwain Kaiser recently boasted that he is one
of the largest publishers, page-wise, in the nation, to which I commented that he
was the largest publisher of crud in the nation. Your theory certainly has merit,
1 must admit.}) The apae quite adequately take care of such people, and of course
writing something up in a formalistic style for a genzine is a lot of work compared
to rambling. I’ve always been interested in writing things which have a point: I
still don’t know whether I’ll fit into FAPA, really (4dont worry; the apae quite
adequately take care of such people as you}) since I’ve never written mailing comm
ents. But the beat mlg comments are like little articles, 30 perhaps it won’t be
a drastic change to me, I don’t want to sound like an old fan and tired, but the
quality of fannish writing seems to me to have declined noticeably in the last
two or three years 4£Perhaps that’s because you’ve done less yourself than you
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could find the market for in fandom, Greg^)-

Conreport fairly int
sting; it illustrates one reason why I may be looking at fandom in a differ
light now — I just don’t much care what all these
people, most of whom I kno», were doing at the HidwesCon.
Ted White very interesting. I tend to believe I would’ve taken one or the
other of the violent alternatives he lists later, for I’ve never been very good
at backing away from arguments or potentially dangerous • " ' '
incidents. I
never* would’ve stayed around for a beating, certainly, and I probably would’ve
tried to inflict some damage on the antagonist. Hell, I just don’t like being
shoved around. Ted was undoubtedly right in what he did — he got a few bruises
and a fan article out of it, but I probably would have ended up answering quest
ions from the police. Gee, maybe that’s why Ted writes more than I do..,

Lupoff good on books, but I’d rather hear his general comments on the Nature
of Science Fiction than reviews of specific books, 44Gee. That’s pretty much what
Dick has in mind for the next issue of Algol, among other things...-^
Beaten To A Pulp is the best thing in the issue. I wish Bill would write an
article on just what it was
like to pick up a DIME DETECTIVE and read Chan
dler writing about the time he lived in. It must have added a lot to the effect
of the style.
Idea: why doesn't Lupoff write up his oblique comments in this issue on
"Humanistic Stf," to use his term, and why the ERB scene is a reaction to intro
verted stf, I’d like to know what he means by humanistic, and how to write it.

Cl/ Ned Brooks, Jr.
911 Briarfield Road
i/ewport Hews, Va., 23605

Got Algol 10 oh, not too long ago. A nice fat juicy
thing too. With 58 pages you really ought to stop
using that midget stapler and get a heavy duty one.
Of course it was worse on my copy, I actually had
63 pages as pages 11-20 were in there twice. 4^*Sigh*^ Your repro is better tho,
only faded out in a couple of places.
Jack Chalker called a few days ago while he was in
Norfolk, and was all hot about something called
"Degler 8?" he said you had sent out, evidently
to do with the rivalry over the consite. I
really couldn’t make it out over the phone,
not having gotten one myself. Something
about you claiming to walk through Cen
tral Park every night or so. W-t is
to laugh. Or, as we say in New York,
Ahahahahahahahaha

Whites adventure on the express
way was interesting. If it had
been me, I would have pulled
over and let the Caddy pass, if
I could have done so safely, But
if he had run me off the road
like that, I would have backed
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didn t quite come off, somehow* I could see what he was trying to do but it didn’t
work. Or maybe I wasn’t in the mood.
Lupoff reviews the damndest books. Fortunat
ely I don’t feel the least bit jmoved to try to
find any of them.

The Golden Hall of Firth was wonderful,
even better than the reprint you had last time.
I really can’t describe the effect it had on me
I don’t agree with you about Cordwainer
Smith. Kost of his stories are good aside from
the style, and I like the style. It’s true that
myths don’t grow well in our society; there’s
always someone eager to debunk them., But Smith’s
stories take place in a future so distant that
civilization has collapsed and come back several
times. All of the "underpeople" stories take
place after the “Restoration of Man" I think,
4V'ell, if it’s so hard to debunk the debunkers,
as they say in saucer fandom, why do you think
it will be any easier for myths to develop in a
future society complete with the complexity of a
10,000 year advancement in communications. Of
course, if the society were based on a theologic
al structure, there would be many legens that
the ruling government would not want debunked.
As far as I can see, Cordwainer Burbee’s stories
do not have a theologically-controlled future, so
that kills that hypothesis...you are also incon
sistent in your arguement. Either you like his style,
or you don’t. Of course, if you felt strongly about this
topic, you could write me an article about

Don Martin
West Main Road
Little Compton, R.I., 02837

Thanks for Algol 10. Front cover this time was
better than the back, though both were good* Also
muchly liked were page 4 and the spread on pages
U-15.

Lupoff’8 Book Week was one of the issue’s high spots for me. Couldn’t agree
more
on
review
of England’s ‘lying Legion." This yarn has a sheer sweep of
Arivpntnrehisthot
<
.venture that is seldom matched in the current crop of sf-fantasy authors L too
baj Hammond Innes doesn’t try a science fiction novel. Incidentally, this yarn
was reprinted in the January 1950 "Fantastic Novels" — it’s rare i-i bock form
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Real fine article by Bill Blackbeard on the grand old pulps. One thing, tho.
Bottom of page 27 I hope he is referring to "Spicy Adventure," not "Adventure."
"Adventure," (strictly unspicy) was a fine magazine, especially in the ’20s and
early 930s, before Popular ’'Plications bought the title. They ran some fantasy
—"Green Splatches" and "Atlantida" plus some of '-ndy — but the bulk of the
yarns were straight, well-written action stuff.
^Blackboard is right, the paperbacks and digest -sized ’zines are no substit
ute for the pulps, i'he quality of the writing today is generally higher, but too
much of the stuff seems almost machine made. Some authors do have distinctive
styles, such as Simak, Vance and Norton, but most of them read all alike. Today’s
sf seems cold, somehow, and inhuman. 44’'ell, if it is science fiction, then that’s
good, isn’t it?)4 As an example, take any of L. Ron Hubbard’s yams in the old
"Unknown." The grammar would never get by today, and the typical Hubbard yam had
a number of small inconsistencies. Yet the writers’ style carried you right along,
and you never had to check back to find out the authors' name.

But the difference between the old pulps and today’s mags goes even beyond
the fiction, Where today do you see such illustrations as the two-page spreads
and the full-page bordered illos such as Finlay and Lawrence did for F.F.M. and
F.U? Or Ed Cartiers* whacky illos in"Unknown" or the fine "Wierd Tales" art of
Dalgor and Fox? Freas is back, and he’s good, as are others such as Emshwiller,
but they&re limited by the size of the magazines and paperbacks.
And how about Jerry Bixby’s "Frying Fan" and various fanzine review columns?
And the fine readers columns in so many of the old pulps? Sure, there was a lot
of "GoshWow, Geewhiz" stuff, but there were also many interesting letters., They’re
squeezed out of today’s
thumbnail size magazines. Or maybe it’s just that no
one but me cares any more. I do know that I uced to buy"Planet" mainly for the
blatt column — the fiction was mostly pretty bad.
Sincerely, Don Fartin
44 The trouble with the magazines — and paperbacks —today can be sumed up in
one word: MONEY., It costs money to bujr the paper and have it printed that it
didn't cost even 10 years ago. No editor will print needless columns that cater
to a small minority of his readers when the ones who matter — the casual reader,
or the one who has never even heard of conventions or the V'orldcon — are the
ones idio are really supporting the magazine. No one is going to waste space on
large size magazines when the paper costs of these magazines for one issue would
have paid for 6 enjrire issues of something in 1946 — or three issues in 1956.
Don’t worry tho — eventually everything that wasn’t non-fiction will be reprin
ted from the pulps into the paperbacks. I would estimate that every third paper
back that you buy nowadays is reprinted from the pulps, Belmont, Paperback Lib
rary and Ace Books are the three big reprinters. And Paperback Library is perhaps
the third largest publisher
country.!^

Your recent Loclac — lamented in Algol 10’s BJ —
is undeserved, and so I thought I’d comment on 10,
Loaned me by Bill Blackbeard, even tho I must rank
pretty far down on any locol totem composed of
those from whom you expected letters: Bjo, Harness,
Dave Van Arnhum, etc. — sort of a loc lowman, in fact. 44No pretty girl is a
LoC lowman — and I expect to get letters from the aforementioned people Seme
Year Now, aa we say in Quick Response to Fanzines fandom...})

Barbara Fay
215 West Madison Blvd.
Apt, #2
Inglewood, Calif., 90301

It seems to me that A].gol 10 shows much improvement in general appearance,
art, and especially repro over #9. I found the artwork quite good in 10, partic
ularly the covers and the Stiles and ATom interiors, which I would certainly not
characterize as"fillos." I didn’t, however, cere much for the two pieces by Fred
Phillips (Ithink that by removing or softening the heavy background lifles you
would have improved the drawings and fitted them better into the allover unity
of the issue, if you had to have them at all), or the Hoss Chamberlain on Page 13.
44 I must apologize for what I did to Hoss's illo; as he later said, I "gave her
a beautifsrl appendectomy scar.,” *blush^-))

Contents wise, 10 was very enjoyable. Your report on the 1’idwscon was
quite interesting (I have yet to make a Con — having been bedded down during
the ‘.'esterCon by a Sickness which struck a bare dsiy before the affair — and I’in
determined to make the Clevention if it kills me.). Ted 'Ihite’s piec was delight
ful — and horrifying. The other driver must have been psychotic; I think TEW
showed remarkable restraint in actin'? as he did. I liked the Zelazny story (why
couldn’t Ted have slipped something this fine and brief into F&SF?) and thought
Chamberlain did a fine job here, too, although the green lettering clashed some
what with the rest of the spread. I'y favorite piece thish was the "Golden Halls
of Mirth" dredging (spoiled illo-wise in part by Chamberlain’s clumsy human fig
ure, layout, and lettering, although his machine was well-done). 44That "clumsy
human figure" was rich brown. I must confess to having done the layout and Letter
ing, which did not ’.ork Out, as they say...)-) I think the reprint-policy is being
well handled so far (how about some Laney or Burbee, though?) 44any suggestions?)}
and helps build a definite character for Algol. I don(t blame you for looking for
hood; his "Grut" in 9 was fine, and something by him in 10 wojild have made the
issue Even Better.
I have .'
/
to take issue with your remark in BJ to the effect that
"any dittoed zine that has attempted to go somewhere has done so with art, net
material..."

SAM on you, in fact.
Best, Barbara May

44 Uh, well, most dittoed fanzines have tried to Kake It solely on artwork. Sam
was an inspiration for this fanzine (I stole several ditto techniques from Steve
Stiles, XXX XXX XXXX X/XX XXX XXKZXX)both in layout, artwork, and use of color.
However, Steve Stiles, former Ditto Master of Hew York Fandom, confided in me that
when he gets out of the Army he intends to stick almost solely to mimeo. Alas, as
they say.-)-)
John Bo. Gaughan
Edgewater, NJ

jinji/mruvmrL

Your editorial seems to call for a little comment except that
onee in a while it seemed more like a magazine blurb th?n an
editorial. It seemed to be more casual informative than edit
orial and I can’t complain about th^t. I wish I’d gone to the Midwescon. I was born
and bred in that Briar Patch, but I d probably get my head handed to me if I ever
went back to Ohio and didn't visit fnumerable relatives. Somehow they know when
I’m in the area (bad breath?).

Ted V.'hite’s column wasainteresting and frightening catharsis. I misjudge Tec.
Somehow I figured Ted to be the red-necked, quick tempered, hi?h blood-pressured
fellah who’d run over a nut such as the one he described. But I’m finding out
that beneath the fire-brand exterior there beats the heart of a kindly old gentle-

man somewhat akin to Father Barbour. I
must say in a situation like that I’d
probably freeze or shout rude things
through a half opened wing. Regular Man
of Steel.

The Zelazny piece could have been
moving were it not that I find myself
getting less fond of nostalgia and much
more willing to accept today than yester
day, I can’t cut off the past, nor do I
wish to, but other than learning from it
what one can I no longer get weepy oher
the last this or that...particularly when
the this or that pelonged peculiarly to
a rather brief period in history anyway.
I certainly would miss the Last Rhino
but not something which was needed in the
1800s and is no longer necessary.
Lupoff’s contribution seems to me to
be above reproach. Eis personal likes and
dislikes are so openly presented and his
remarks so unpontifical that even in some
few areas where I disagree (or prefer other things) I should be merely being cran
ky to complain (I’m not that fond of ERB...).
Lee’s article made me sad. I kept equating her Sunday schedule to mine when
I was kicking around by my lonesome and gobbling up all those ruddy movies. At
the time I just wasn’t able to do anything else and the flix became horribly ted
ious no matter what they were. To this day Pm reticent to go see one...though
I'll sit and watch the TeeVee...can’t comfortably swill ale in the movies what
with disposing of the lead ones and running to the John and all. Anyway I hope
Lee’s situation is not like mine was.

The rest of Algol 10 is to be congradulated on neatness, sincerity 44Aw,
Shucks...4) and aptness of thought but you had one GEM there, friend Andy: Frank
'..’ilimczyk’s much too short "The Look of A Book." Oh, the things he implied in
that terse article! And the sweat and grumbling which he so graciously left out!
robably the most difficult part of of book designing is dealing with all the
importaht people who pay you and don’t know their.. .well, you know. One of the
big'est hardcover publishers, through an editor, recently approached me about
printing (reprinting, actually...and for free!) some of my drawings. I was informed
that they had an air-brush man who could do any necessary retouching.. .which I
thought was interesting since we were talking about pen and ink drawings. The point
of this being that editorial-type people are remote and seem to be kept remote from
the grimy reality of how books are produced. I’m sure this gentleman’s output
suffers not at all from his lack of production know-how but I keep thibking what
beautiful (or at least less ugly) things might be produced with only a teenyweeny. tiny knowledge of what the boys in the back room (bent over the drafting
table) are doing. Well, I only wish I could have said what Frank said with such
precision and good manners.

I didn’t comment on the art because I don’t think I should. I try not to
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sound off one way or the other about other peoples3s stuff unless under the in
fluence of brew (which is often enough, I guess) because I’m not in what you
would call an invulnerable position. Hannes Bok could say pretty much what he
pleased because he was untouchable. I don’t enjoy such a position...but I’m
working on it. I figure by the time Pm ninety or ao and maybe an interesting
old relic I’ll be able to criticize others of my ilk .in public. I liked Dan's
drawing but xtofish to Hell he’d get off the coni e-book kick (of course it buys
the bread and we shouldn’t knock it) however, we will never (I’m sure) cease
arguing about that. And I dig Stiles., I regret that I didn’t get to know him
better before they shipped him off to make a man of him...or whatever the hell
they do in the Army nowadays. I hope he makes better use of his time than I did,
I blanked out for two years and two days. Sorta wandered around zombie-like. A
technique I don’t recommend for putting up with an organization given to insane
fixations about bleaching wood floors and polishing shoes. Well, nobody shot at
me. I hope Steve can say the same.
I gotta go back to work, —Jack

44the troubel with you, JBG, is that you underestimate yourself. I’m sure there
are lots of people right now who consider you untouchable, if not in what Bok
did, then in your own particular style. With Ed Emshwiller gone off to shoot
home movies with Ford Foundation Grants, you have filled the void, and. filled
it very well — with a style of art that Emshwiller never had. You have every
right to criticize artwork in this zine; after all, wren’t you too once a strugg
ling little fanartist? And now look at you: grown up, mature, struggling with
24 hour deadlines for the greater glory of your bankroll. And taking medical off
your income tax because of all the upset stomaches and headaches you have. Gosh*
the life of an artist. I bet you’ve never even been in a garret, much less one
in Faris. 44
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Rich Fann
249B So. Nevada
Grand Forks, N.u.

I think yours
is a lovely
fanzine. Algol
has come a long
way from the first issue. As a former
and sometime (when I can’t help it)
still user of the ditto medium, I
croggle at jour beautiful repro. I
can see getting results like this for
maybe 25 or 30 copies, but 130?
Never. 100 copies is really stretch
ing my poor ditto machine, and the
last ones look pretty damned sad. Do
you have some sort of secret? 440nly
my good looks...4^
The artwork is lovely, and I
love your layouts. Pve always wan
ted to publish something with a Ittle layout to it, but somehow it’s
too much trouble for some apazine,
even a careful and good one. 44 Oh,
I don’t know; I think you did a real
fine job with your TT for TAPS; cer
tainly one of the best dittoed TTs in

the entire length of TAPS,

bar none...)4

Of the art, I particularly liked Steve Stiles( page 4 piece. It’s not beaut
iful by any means, but it has the old sense of wonder just bursting all over. It’s
what you’d call original, which is something that isn't seen every day in fanzines.
I am impressed all to hell and back by the Illustration for The Drawing,
thy, that's fantastic. It's totally beyond belief, and Ross deserves egoboo all
over the place for it. I'm stunned.
Bill Blackbeard’s article is good. He mentions, however, Ranch Romances, the
last pulpzine. This seems to be a fannish fad these days, too. I wrote up a re
view of it for apa L, reprinted it into SFPA, and then let Gregg Wolford have it
for his Fanxiety 1; then came a Lighthouse discussing the zine, so the article
became a letter of comment. Now here’s Bill doing it. Gads.

The Golden Halls of Mirth is interesting. Very interesting, even. Rather far
fetched in its details, but rich and Paul Stanberry managed to create a mood and
a feeling about fandom with the story, which is the important thing. Well worth
reprinting; witll there be more along this line? (-(It sorta depends on what rich
can find and bring to my attention in this sorta thing. At the moment, I don’t
have anything lined up for the next issue as far as this department goes...
Harr; Warner might be surprised to know how active a few of the younger fans
are in the new apa boom. He says that no one can hope to be active in all of them.
Well... I claim memberships in every apa now going with the exception of The Cult,
FAPA, and InterApa. Other than that, I’m active everywhere. And if that isn’t the
path to a quick burn-out, I don’t know what is. I haven’t felt it comi ng on yet;
I’ll let you know when it happens. (Current apa memberships as follows: SAPS, SFPA,
QMPA, N’APA, TAPS, APA45, APA L.) 44 Yeah. And since this letter was written you’ve
dropped out of apa L and maybe a couple of others. And are you a member of Lilape,
Stobcler, and a few others? Like apa F...}4

Love those full page ATomillos. I shiver with delight. And my knees are loose.
Fourth Street, Rich
I really am amazed. Each time you improve so much that
it seems as if the last issue was done by someone else.
Algol is one of the best looking fanzines, and one of
the most interesting that I have come across recently.
((Aw, why shucks...^)- BJ: During its existence apa F was a worthwhile and help
ful thing. It seems to have run out of steam, and is now well dead (-(disclaimer))but during its existence it discovered one major fanartist and developed one fine
editor. It also helped at least two people to get started and there are a few
other food things it did. And while there was little of lasting worth reprinted,
you seem to have been able to find what was worthwhile for print. Of course noth
ing of mine was reprinted, for which you will become my lifelong enemy, but other
than that...

Jim Sanders
180 East 88th Street
New York, NY, 10028

Blackbeard’s article was valuable, even tho I disagree with practically all
his conclusions. First, to the best of my knowledge the digest-sized aines are
Not included in the category of "pulp”. Also, his conclusion that SS and NV’s
(4Huh??!?^4 are loosing their appeal is something that I find insupportable.
However, since this is one of my push-buttons, I won’t start discussing it. There

will ahve to be semething else in your next issue besides my letter,..
The Rich Brown story in Algol 9 was a parody or pastiche just as the one in
this issue was. The Original Story was ’’Tei'wil.leger and The War Machine" by Evan
Hunter and it appeared in Universe for
September 1954. Again it is almost a
word for word copy from t
original with fannisl >ames and terms substituted
for the words the author used,, The hero in the original st ry was named Terwill
eger Appelby,

Eisenstein: I find that Fangborn, Smith 44which one?)--) and Ballard all belong
to the same type of writer, the writer w#c writes borderline sf (by my very own
special definition of sf) ((Aha! 'low we’ve got you!)-) and seem to be more concerned
with style, description, prose than story. This type of writer proliferated in the
1950’s, and with a few exceptions and a few more, Aldiss for one, the breed seems
to have giben way to the pi-olific, competent, good-writing story-teller that now
seems to be dominating the field, such as Anderson, Reynolds, FKDick, and Garrett.

Harry Warner: Discoveries about the moon won’t completely eliminate stories
about men there (tho it may stop good stories being written); if Shaver could
write about people in caves the way he did, and if authors can mangle science
the way they do (Hi, John Boardman), this won’t stop them. ((But who will read the
poor, scientifically innaccurate stories that will be written; no modern editor
will go in for a circulation boosting campaign the like that Palmer gave us.)-)
Jim Sanders
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This issue of Algol was much more interesting than the
last one I saw (//2). The two covers by Jack Gaughan were
much better than the black and wliite stiff he does for
the professional magazines because of the repro. The
pulp paper in the magazines like Galaxy and IF make his Line work look like irre>^ular blobs. 44 When I showed the current issues’ covers to Frod Pohl at a recent
FISTFA meeting, Jack Gaughan (thoroughly stewed out of hie mind) wanted to know
why Galaxy couldn’t have repro like that. Lester del Rey answered the question by
saying that the could — if they raised their prices to (2,CO a copy and could
get cheap quality- work from the printers, which they can’t. Only fans can afford
work like this, which I suppose is true.^

Charles T, Brown
2078 Anthony Axtenue
Bronx, NY, 10457

Bill Blackbeard’s article on Pulps was interesting but alas, because of its
length, very superficial. More than an article on the pulps, I would like to see
an article on pulp writing. Although it started in the pulp magazines, pulp writ
ing has never been totally confined to them. The emphasis in this type of writing
is on the story and pacing as opposed to style. 44 Just like Dave Van Arnam write
IF is the only science fiction magazine today which uses just about all pulp writ
ing; I wish there were more of it. Ace books in the SF field
Gold Medal books
in the mystery field are your two big outlets for pulp writing today, I’m surprised
Bill Blackbeard dismisses the true romance and true detective stories as non-fic
tion. Any writer will tell you that these magazines are almost entirely fiction
turned out by a small stable of writers.
Dick Lupoff’s book reviews are very interesting to read even though I very
rarely agree with anything he has to say. It amazes me how he can wade through
the a ount of garbage he does for pleasure. The first hardcover version of DARK
NESS AND DAWN was the one volume Small, Maynard & Co., 19H» It must have been
popular because it ran through at least three printings. The best thing about the

book is the beautiful color frontispiece in the St. John tradition by lonahan.
The book was cut from the original Cavalier version but still ran about 700
pages of fairly small print. I’d guesstimate it would run over 1,000 pa ;es using
the print that Avalon uses. The way Avalon cuts books, I don’t think any Avalon'
book is worth a review. I Lried canparing the Klines in the original with the
Avalon and found that they had been cut by more than a half, and where the origin
als had a nice straight coherent (if sli-fitly improbable) plot the Avalons were
incoherent masses of almost unrelated action. It is no wonder that Burroughs
fans who read only Avalon editions of the Klines crowed so loudly about their
great masters’ superiority.
V.hen we get to the so-called classics that Avalon is now reprinting from FFM
the situation is even moire ludicrous. Mary Gnaedinger was a compulsive blue pen
cilist of the first water. Everything that ever appeared in FFK wr-s cut or changed
somehow, ‘./hen we combine this with Lowndes’ slashing attack, it’s a wonder there’s
coherence left at all. I once met Mary Gnaedinger and asked her about this; she
seemed convinced that an editors job was to EDIT. I think she got paid by the
amount of blue pencils she used.

Dick misses the point about the Campbell space opera. Doc Smith’s space
weapons were so much double talk, '-ith Campbell the descriptions and theory were
so well done that ycu begin to wonder why someone hasn’t invented these things
yet. Campbell was the only space opera author who ever accomplished this. The
two Campbell books also predate Doc Smith’s Lensmen series. I can’t see how Dick
can sneer at Campell’s MIGHTIEST MACHINE while lauding Doc Smith; it’s the exact
same .
plot as SKYLARK OF SPACE which is an even poorer book.
irank Wilimczyk’s article was very interesting because it concerns a phase
of book publishing I know hothing about. How about some more articles like this?

The letter column which should be one of the most interesting things in a
fanzine was very dull. Only Harry Warner really had something to say.
Au revoir, Charlie
(•(- And that I suppose, sums up the letter column. Some of the letters printed here
were cut unmercifully, notably Jim Sanders’ three legalenth page opus. "Is also
heard from (no LoC-lack this issue): Bill Roberts, Bob Irving, Jr., Andy Zerbe,
Don Martin on Algol 9, Fred Hollander, Bruce Robbins, Alan Shaw, Greg Shaw (no
relation), Bob Tucker, kilt Stevens, and Robin Wood. All letters are appreciated,
although I strongly urge you not to send in money for a subscription, like Charles
Wells just did today. Send me something else, like a trade (wish I cd get Harry
Larner or Bill Blackbeard to agree to that). Good lengthy letters of comment are
always appreciated, tho. And now I must go type up my editorial, and run this mon
ster issue off. And do it in 8 days, too. Bighod. ■))
• .

Notes On The Adversaries (continued”from yage~47):
0^ four other girls (all music students at Peahxiy Conser
vatory)., at 419 N. Charles Street. Since faixiom 13 always
» shy of girls, most of Balto. fandom of that period scent a
fair amount of time over at "419," as we always referred
to the apartments Kost of the other names in thia story are
real names of real fans who were then currently active in
fandom. A run down on each and every one would be to little
purpose, since their characters do not contribute notably
to the story
— Ted shite, 1966

'
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None of the West Coast Fanartists queried since last issue have sent me artwork,
a situation I deplore. Therefore, if your name is Bjo Trimble, Dian Pels, Jack
Harness, Don Simpson, Bill Hotsler or Johny Cahmbers it would be appreciated if
you would send me artwork.
The reason(s) you are receiving this issue are listed below. I’m sure there’s a
category that fits you.
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You contributed to this issue
You contributed to this issue, but your contribution got soueeaed out.
You subscribe; last issue you will get will be # . Tlease do not re-subscribe.
There is a drastically cut letter of yours in the letter column of this issue,
A drastically cut letter of yours didn’t Kake It after all.
We trade fanzines.
( ) I’d like to trade fanzines; how about it?
You're mentioned inside this issue; care to comment?
You're not mentioned inside this issue, but you have the chance to be in the
next issue; care to comment?
You are a beautiful femmefan who is married; that's a dirty shame, I think.
You're my brother, boss, or similar person like that there,
Your fanzine is reviewed inside
You are halter Willis, Terry Jeeves, Ethel Lindsay, or some other British fan,
and I thought you’d be interested in this here fanzine.
I thought you might like to contribute to Algol, either Artwork, an article,
a Letter of Comment, or a piece of hard-hitting fan (or faan) fiction.
You are either Ghod, Bob Tucker, or a little s—t and a moral crud.

Once again I would like to put forth a desperate plea for material from Allan
Sundry, and a few others in fandom. Next issue will be coming out in August, just
before the WorldCon, and I will need more artwork, and especially articles and
the like to make a solid 40+ page issue. Till then, keep your knees loose —

